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ANNOTATION
This document contains information for checking, maintaining and tuning the conditions for the
specific application of GIS Server (GIS Server) PARB.00049-01 software.
GIS Server is designed to provide remote access to spatial data for software users of
Geoinformation system «Panorama» (GIS «Panorama х64») PARB.00046-06, GIS «Operator» for law
enforcement agencies (GIS Operator) PARB.00048-01, GIS WebService (GIS WebService SE)
PARB.00160-01 and others.
The software product GIS Server provides remote access to vector maps, remote sensing data,
matrices, documents and spatial databases. The connection to the server is established by the protocol
TCP/IP using the socket mechanism.
Data placing on the server protects data from illegal copying and modification. The user selects data
to work by their conditional names (aliases). Vector maps can be opened for viewing or for viewing and
editing. Rasters and matrices are only available for viewing and performing calculations.
GIS Server supports the control of changing the raster and matrix data opened on the GIS Server
and their synchronous updating on the client. Access to new versions of orthophotomaps, height matrices
and vector maps, it is provided automatically without manual operations from the server administrator or
clients. It is provided the verification for compliance of the map and classifier with the opening of the
map and automatic conversion for the map objects when the classifier is changed. This allows you to
automate the process for updating the library of conditional signs on the server with automatic updating
of libraries on client workplaces and in connected web-services.
GIS Server supports working with spatial databases managed by DBMS PostgreSQL and Oracle,
supporting the ability to access spatial data in accordance with the standard OGC 06-103r4: «OpenGIS®
Implementation Standard for Geographic information – Simple feature access – Part 1: Common
architecture».
GIS Server supports multi-level connection of GIS Servers among themselves for distributed
storage and processing of spatial data with automatic replication, backup and data protection. This
architecture reduces the load on the data network tenfold, speeds up access to data and improves
reliability. Reducing the load on the data network is achieved through the access of individual groups of
users through an intermediate GIS Server, which caches requests and performs automatic data replication.
GIS Server includes the program GIS Administrator, designed to configure the parameters for
operation GIS Server. GIS Administrator allows you to define a list of users, a list of data and their
properties, which allows you to configure GIS Server for a specific application. A list of available data is
generated for each user group. User access to the data is done through the user authorization.
The list of users, the data list and their properties are stored on the server in the parameter file
gisserver.xml. Creation and editing of the parameters file are performed by the server administrator.
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1

GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT THE PROGRAM

1.1 Purpose and main functions of the program
Full name of the software product: GIS Server.
Abbreviated name of the software product: GIS Server.
Software product designation: PARB.00049-01.
Manufacturer: JSC KB «Panorama».
Software the GIS Server (GIS Server) PARB.00049-01 (hereinafter – GIS Server) is designed to
provide remote access to spatial data of users for the programs Geoinformation system «Panorama» (GIS
«Panorama х64») PARB.00046-06 (hereinafter – GIS Panorama), GIS «Operator» for law enforcement
agencies (GIS Operator) PARB.00048-01 (hereinafter – GIS Operator), GIS WebService (GIS
WebService SE) PARB.00160-01 and others.

Figure 1 - Connection to GIS Server from GIS Panorama
GIS Server provides the following functions:
 providing multi-user remote access to digital vector maps, remote sensing data, matrices,
documents and spatial databases for viewing and editing;
 user authentication based on the protocol Kerberos or digest authentication (decoding and
comparing a random set of bytes, encoded on the base of the username and the user password);
 permission to perform operations of display, editing, copying, printing, data administration and
metadata taking into account user rights;
 automatic generation of a tree with available data types for each user, taking into account the
rights granted to user and the data composition specified by the administrator GIS Server;
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displaying the names of data sets and data bases in the form of conditional names (aliases) that
hide the physical placement of data;
support for administering access at the virtual folder level: placing data in virtual folders with
automatic generation of a list with available sets and data bases based on the user access rights
to folders;
remote management of the structure and content of virtual folders: changing the composition of
directories, composition and name of data sets, remote loading and deleting of data sets,
automatic provision of access to new data sets for authorized users;
providing access to spatial databases (tables, SQL queries, data representations) for viewing and
editing in the form of digital terrain maps in specified conventional signs;
control of changes in digital vector maps, libraries of conventional signs, remote sensing data,
databases, documents and notification of client programs about data changes, transfer of
changed data to client programs upon request;
multi-level connection of GIS Servers with each other with automatic caching of transmitted
data to ensure high speed access for a large number of users in slow communication networks,
as well as for distributed data storage with automatic replication (update);
automatic backup of data according to specified conditions (volume of changes, placement of
copies, copying time and others);
automatic transaction logging and storage of all versions of data to control all data operations
performed by users, support cancellation commands and restore data operations for any number
of steps;
administration of access to data by maintaining a list of user groups, a list of available data, a
list of virtual folders, assigning rights to groups of users to display, edit, copy, print, remotely
administer data (change their structure, libraries of symbols, attributes) and metadata;
providing remote administration via the web client or in console mode using the text editor of
the file xml;
compatibility with data protection tools included in the system-wide software of supported
operating systems;
logging of user actions, the result of automatic procedures, error messages when executing
commands for monitoring and diagnosing the work of GIS Server by GIS Server administrator
or system programmer;
remote monitoring (display) of the state for operation of GIS Server, the list of active users, the
list of open data sources and indicating access rights;
automatic start of GIS Server when the power is turned on and the operating system starts,
automatic restart when the software system-wide or hardware malfunctions, round-the-clock
operation without interrupting users during administration of the user list, access rights, list of
available data or GIS Server functioning conditions.

1.2 Information about hardware and software for the program execution
The connection to the server is established using the TCP/IP protocol using the socket mechanism.
Binary data is transferred between the client and the server – object coordinates, attributes, data
blocks of rasters and matrices. Therefore, for normal operation, it is required a high-speed connection of
client and server, for example, Ethernet network over 1 Gbit/second.
The software product GIS Server can be installed on any computer on a local network with 64-bit
version of OS MS Windows Server 2008 and higher, MS Windows 7 and higher.
For each client is allocated within 1.5 MB of RAM. The number of open vector maps, rasters and
matrices does not significantly affect the size of the allocated memory. The connection of 100 clients
requires about 1.5 Gigabytes of RAM on the computer where GIS Server is installed. The number of
connected clients is not limited by software.
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To improve performance, it is advisable to use multiprocessor motherboards and data placement on
different physical disks with high speed of access.
Due to the large amount of data transferred, it is necessary to have a high-speed connection between
the server and the client. For example, one snapshot or matrix can occupy tens of gigabytes, and several
thousands of rasters and matrices can be opened by one client.
To perform the remote administration of GIS Server via the web-interface, it is necessary to have
one of the following web-servers with the support module of PHP-scripts:
 Apache version 2.2.14 and higher;
 IIS version 6.0 and higher;
 ngnix 1.5.7 and higher.
Recommended requirements for the composition of hardware and software:
 the processor is not worse than Intel (R) Core (TM) i7 3,4GHz and higher;
 at least 16 GB of RAM;
 free space in one partition of the hard drive: from 1 TB and higher;
 the presence of a USB port available for the application;
 operating system: MS Windows 2008 x64 and higher;
 Ethernet network card 1 Gigabit/second and higher.
If GIS Server is used to upload data sets to Complex of management for data bank of digital maps
and remote sensing of the Earth (Data bank of digital maps and remote sensing of the Earth)
PARB.00033-03 (hereinafter – Data bank of digital maps and remote sensing of the Earth), then to build
thumbnails of the loaded data sets (maps, images, matrices), the server hardware and software must
support the graphics subsystem «GDI+».
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2

STRUCTURE OF THE PROGRAM

GIS Server consists of the following programs:
 the service of Windows Services in module gsservice64.exe, which provides remote access to
spatial data;
 the program for installing/uninstalling of the service in the module gsmanager64.exe;
 the service status of monitoring program is contained in the module gsmonitor.exe;
 the desktop version of the service administration program in the module gsadmin.exe;
 a web-version of the service administration program in the set of php-modules in the folder
\GISAdministrator;
 the module dsloader.exe is for remote loading of data sets into the Data bank of digital maps and
remote sensing;
 libraries for performing service functions for managing vector spatial data, images and matrices;
 the protection key driver is contained in the module \WinKey64\setup.exe.
The service gsservice64.exe operates according to the parameters stored in the parameter file
gisserver.xml.
Local administration programs gsadmin.exe and remote web administration make changes to the
parameter file gisserver.xml, which is periodically read by the program gsservice64.exe.
The program gsmanager64.exe is a console application and it is intended only for installing or
removing the service through the command line.
The module dsloader.exe and libraries for executing service functions are called from the service
gsservice64.exe upon receipt of the corresponding commands by protocol TCP/IP.
The security key driver is called from the service gsservice64.exe when checking for a license to
run the program.
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3

SETTING UP THE PROGRAM

3.1 General procedure for installing the program
Install the CD.
From the directory containing the installation of the program, run Setup.exe.
In the dialog box for selecting the language, set the language «English» and press the «OK» button.
In the dialog box «Welcome» to the installation wizard, click the «Next» button.
In the dialog box «License Agreement», click the button «Agree», having read the text of the
license agreement.
In the dialog box for selecting the installation folder, click the button «Install» (if you want to
change the default folder, first change the folder by clicking the button «Browse»).
All programs that are part of the GIS Server are recorded to the same folder. The installation
program offers to place the programs in the folder \Program Files\Panorama\GIS Server on the system
disk.
Before installing a new service, the previous version of the service is stopped and deleted from the
registry, for this, the installation program automatically executes the command:
gsmanager64.exe -u
To install the new version, run the following command:
gsmanager64.exe -i
If it is necessary, these commands can be performed in manual mode to restart GIS Server program.
In the dialog box, you are greeted by «Guardant Drivers» installation wizard, select the option
«Install Guardant drivers» and click the button «Finish» (if you do not need to install or reinstall the
driver, click the button «Cancel»). In the dialog to complete the installation of the program, click the
button «Finish».
To start the monitoring program gsmonitor.exe automatically, it is necessary to place it in the
section Auto startup of the system Windows. When the program starts, its icon is automatically placed in
Area of the screen notification (System tray).
A new version of gisserver.xml is installed with the name gisserver.new.xml.
If there is no gisserver.xml file in the folder with the installed program or in the folder
\ProgramData\Panorama\GIS Server, the file gisserver.new.xml is automatically copied to the file
\ProgramData\Panorama\GIS Server\gisserver.xml.
To run the program, it is necessary to install the security key in the USB port. The key driver is
installed automatically when the program is installed. If there is no key, a message about the absence of
the key will be recorded in the log file \Log\gisserver.20XXXXXX.log. For example:
---> 10:16:55 Start GIS Server x64 Demo v. 7.0.0 26/11/2011
>>>> 10:16:55 Hard Key not accessible. The number of connections is not more than 4 !
---> 10:16:55 Begin of reading parameters – C:\Program Files (x86)\Panorama\GIS
Server\gisserver.xml
In this case, the program limits the number of user connections to 4.
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Figure 2 - Management of the service in the operating system
Stopping and starting the program can be performed from the system dialog «Services», which is
called from the menu Start.
3.2 Automatic control of the installation integrity
When the program starts, the installation integrity is automatically monitored. If the composition of
the files and their checksums calculated by the algorithm «crc32» correspond to the reference values
recorded in the file checkcontents.xml, then in the protocol of the operation GIS Server there will be a
record of the successful completion of the check:
---> 14:34:48 Installation check has been completed successfully
If during the check process, missing files are found or a change in size or checksum is detected,
then the protocol will contain entries for the corresponding files and the error record:
>>>> 12:27:11 Installation check has been completed with error!
3.3 Procedure for installing and using the USB security key of the program
Electronic key is a device designed to protect programs and data from unauthorized use and
replication. Electronic keys Guardant USB can be used on operating systems that support the USB
standard.
You can connect and disconnect Guardant USB keys when the computer is on or off.
USB-dongle should be connected to the port only after installing the driver Guardant. If the key had
been connected before installing the driver, and the standard Windows USB Device Wizard was
launched, then you need to remove the key from the port and cancel the wizard.
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The driver of the electronic key is installed automatically when installing the software GIS Server.
If you need to update the driver and replace the key, follow these steps:
Run the driver installation program \WinKey64\Setup.exe.
Click the button «Install driver» in the appearing dialog box of «Install driver Guardant».
If it is necessary, restart the operating system.
Before installing the key driver for 64-bit system, it is necessary to ensure that Guardant driver is
not already installed in a different version. If the specified driver is present on the system, you must
uninstall it (Start \ Settings \ Control Panel \ Add or Remove Programs \ Guardant drivers \ Delete), then
restart the system and install the key driver for 64-bit system.
To support the execution of the program GIS Server, the virtual machine uses a network security
key that is installed on a system that has physical access to the USB port.
The network key Guardant Net can be installed on any workstation or server which has physical
access to the port USB. To do this, it is necessary to copy the directory \NetKey from the folder with
installation GIS Server to the hard drive of the selected computer (for example, to the directory
c:\Program Files \). After installing the network USB dongle in the appropriate slot on the computer, it is
necessary to start the server Guardant Net - the module glds.exe.
The server Guardant Net supports TCP/IP network protocols and any of the interfaces NetBIOS.
In order for the server Guardant Net to start automatically when the computer is turned on as a
service, the server Guardant Net must be started on the command line:
grdsrv.exe /i
To stop and uninstall the server Guardant Net service, you must execute:
grdsrv.exe /r
In order for the program GIS Server to work with the network key Guardant Net, you need by
means of the text editor (Windows Notepad) in the configuration file gisserver.ini to add (or replace) the
following lines:
[PROTECT]
NET=1
In the directory with installed GIS, it is necessary to copy the file gnclient.ini (from the directory
\NetKey). Then use the text editor tools in the section [SERVER] for the parameter IP_NAME to specify
the real IP address of the computer on which the server Guardant Net is installed.
For example:
[SERVER]
IP_NAME=192.168.0.1
For a detailed description of the procedure for installing and configuring the network key, see
«Administrator guide » in the file NetKey5\admins_manual.pdf, for a description of the configuration, see
file NetKey5\guarnet.doc.
3.4 Parameters of connection
When you first connect to the server in the client program, you must enter the server address-the
hostname or IP address of the computer on which the program GIS Server is running. The host name can
be the name of the computer on the local network. In addition to the server address, it is specified the port
number for the connection.
By default, the port number is 2047. To change the port number through which GIS Server works, it
is possible in the program of GIS Administrator.
The value of the port number is stored in the file XML on the line of the form:
<Port Number="2047"/>
Multiple instances of programs that have the same port number in the settings can’t be started on
the same computer.
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3.5 Registration of users
To access the server, the user must undergo the authentication procedure at the beginning of the
operation. There are two options for authentication: by login/password and using the built-in security
system of the operating system (or Active Directory).
3.5.1 User authentication by login and password
To access the server, the user must enter the user name and password at the beginning of the
operation.
The list of users, the data list and their properties are stored on the server in the parameter file
gisserver.xml. Creation and editing of a parameter file is performed by the server administrator using the
administration program.
The user's password is stored in coded form using the algorithm MD5. If the password is lost, it is
assigned again by the administrator. When a user logs in through the login and the password, an encoded
string is sent with a value that is generated for each session (digest-authorization), which excludes
password interception.
If it is allowed by the administrator of GIS Server, a user who does not specify a login and a
password can be granted the guest access.
3.5.2 Guest access
To organize access for unregistered users, the administrator must create a user with a GUEST login
and a GUEST password in the group GUESTS and to specify the data available for such users. If there is
such record for unauthorized access to the server, the user at the beginning of the operation can enter an
empty user name and blank password, and work with the data of the group GUESTS.
3.5.3 User authentication using OS security system
You can use the account information in the domain security policy or the operating system of the
local computer to access the server.
The user is authenticated using SSPI (Security Support Provider Interface) system providers. A
client application running on behalf of this user, before requesting authorization from GIS Server,
initiates the creation of a secure data exchange session via SSPI. Further, the client application prepares
and sends a GIS Server to the service message, in which it notifies him/her about the start of the
authorization process using SSPI and specifies which security package to use. GIS Server, receiving such
a message, initiates the creation of a secure session on its part with the specified security package. Having
received the details of the session, the client application creates a security context from its side and
generates a set of data intended for sending to GIS Server and carries out their transfer. GIS Server,
having received the client data and using the details of the session, generates its own security context and
receives a data block for transmission to the client. In turn, the client application, having received this
data, uses them to reorganize its security context and receive the next data block, and again sends them to
GIS Server.
The process for mutual exchange of data packets between the client application and GIS Server, and
the re-configuration of the security contexts on the server and the client continues until SSPI reports the
end of the mutual identification of GIS Server and its client.
If authentication is performed not on the local computer but in the domain, when creating the
security context, SSPI interacts with the domain controller through the services «Server» and
«Workstation». Accordingly, these services must be allowed and to be started, this is a prerequisite for
performing authorization through SSPI.
It is necessary to execute the command - "secpol.msc" on the domain controller - then select in the
window that opens: Security settings -> Local policies -> Assign user rights -> Log in as Service ->
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Specify the user from which to start the service. In the services, select GISServer and set the user on
behalf of which it will start and run.
If the process of forming the security context for GIS Server and the client is completed with a
positive result (the mutual determination of the server and the client was successful), the server receives
the data of the user logged on to the client computer: the identity of the user and the data of all security
groups of the operating system or domain, in which it enters. These data are used later to determine the
authority of the user. Otherwise, GIS Server rejects the user’s login.
3.5.4 Registration of the authenticated user
After connecting the user, the name appears in the list of users on the main form of the server.
Information about registration of users (successful and erroneous) is recorded to the text log of the
program – \Log\ gisserver.YYYYMM01.log.
The example of a record in the protocol:
09:59:02 [01] Connection with a server is open.
09:59:02 [01] Error registration of the user. User = User77@COMPANY\WORKER77
09:59:14 [01] Registration of the user. User = User1@WorkServer
In square brackets after the time, the serial number of the connected user is indicated from 1 - [01].
The field User specifies the user name, and after the character «@», the full computer name is specified.
If the user is registered in the system ActiveDirectory, the computer name switches on the domain name.
3.6 Changing access settings without restarting the service
GIS Server provides round-the-clock access to spatial data 365 days in a year. Changing data access
settings (lists of roles, users, data) can be performed without restarting the service. Parameter change
notifications are recorded to the application log. New conditions for data access acts also to previously
opened data. If in the new conditions it is added a ban for record, then all editing operations for the client
will be terminated, if a complete prohibition on access to the data is entered, the data display on the client
will be interrupted.
To change the parameters, you must run the program GIS Administrator, to make changes for the
data access settings and to save them. The program GIS Server determines for some time (usually within
60 seconds) that the access parameters have changed and puts them into effect.
To ensure continued operation, there are added tools for automatically releasing resources for
inactive or broken connections. The period of the forced disconnection in the absence of messages is
specified in the administration program.
---> 10:16:55
Begin of reading parameters – C:\Program Files (x86)\Panorama\GIS
Server\gisserver.xml
---> 10:16:55 Port number : 2047
---> 10:16:55 User count = 6
---> 10:16:55 DocStorage count = 1
---> 10:16:55 Depot count = 0
---> 10:16:55 Map count = 81
---> 10:16:55 Matrix count = 3
---> 10:16:55 Raster count = 17
---> 10:16:55 Atlas count = 0
---> 10:16:55 Role count = 4
---> 10:16:55 End of reading parameters
---> 10:16:55 Connect timeout (min): 15
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3.7

Access to data

3.7.1 Types of data to be processed
The user can open on GIS Server: vector maps, rasters or matrices in a separate window or to add to
the previously opened data, and also to open atlas maps from GIS Server. With vector map objects,
documents of different formats can be logically linked, which can be saved and opened from GIS Server
by accessing the corresponding semantic characteristics of the object.
Vector maps are logically linked to map classifiers, which are transmitted to the client computer
when the maps are opened. Maps can be in MAP, SIT, MAPZ, SITZ, MPTZ and SITX formats with
support for encoding stored data.
For correct work with vector maps it is recommended that classifiers common to several maps be
placed in public classifier folders, and not duplicated in each folder with data.
GIS Server allows access to tile data in formats BIR (GPKG) and Mbtiles stored in a database (DB)
under the control of DBMS SQLite. Pyramids of tiles can be created using vector maps, remote sensing
data and elevation matrices and terrain features. The BIR and Mbtiles formats are convenient for storing
tile data, as they consist of one file (Mbtiles) or several (BIR). On average, tiles in the format BIR and
Mbtiles occupy 30% less hard disk space than tiles stored in separate files. The access speed to a tile from
the database SQLite is comparable to the access speed to a tile folder. Using these formats allows us to
simplify and speed up the process of transferring tiles between different servers by hundreds of times
when updating data, backing up, scaling servers, and in other cases.
The format BIR (GPKG) is an array of SQLite databases that store tiles. The entire data set is stored
within one common directory. Inside the database, tiles are divided into levels, rows, and columns. Levels
from 0 to 10 are stored in one database. Levels 11–25 are located in separate level 11 databases, which
are evenly divided into squares of the entire Earth’s surface. Each database contains metadata containing
information about the presented area.
Tiles are stored inside the database in one of the following formats: for raster images in the form of
pictures – png, jpg, png8, for matrix data - hmp. The format hmp is tiles of a size 65x65 pixels containing
elevation data (digital DEM – digital elevation matricies). By dividing the entire Earth's surface into
several databases, it is possible to quickly access tiles. In the format BIR (GPKG), data is usually stored
in the coordinate system EPSG: 4326 of the matrix OGC GoogleCRS84Quad.
The processed data is stored in four lists – vector maps, rasters, matrices (matrices of heights and
matrixes of qualities) and atlases. Each list is stored and displayed as a tree.
Of all data available on the server, the client will see in the list only the data to which it has access.
Each type of data has two properties – a conditional name (alias) and the full path to the data file. The
client sees only a conditional data name.
The list of data and their properties are stored on the server in the parameters file gisserver.xml.
Creating and editing a parameter file is performed by the server administrator using a special program GIS Administrator.
When working with a vector map, service files (INI, LOG, TAC, and others) are created. They are
usually recorded in the service directory \LOG along with the map (the file INI is recorded in the folder
together with the map).
3.7.2 Logging the data access
When the client opens the new data, the new entry is added to the log of the program
\Log\gisserver.YYYYMM01.log.
The example of record is in the protocol:
10:35:27 [01] [101] Open rmf. Name = ALIAS#Podolsk-quality
10:35:27 [01] [101] Open rmf. Path = C:\Panorama\Data\Podolsk\FloodZone.mtq
10:35:27 [01] [01] Open map. Name = ALIAS#Shape
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10:35:27
10:35:27
10:35:27
10:35:27
10:35:27

[01] [01] Open map. Path = C:\Panorama\Data\Shape\shape.sit
[01] [02] Open map. Name = ALIAS#Podolsk-map
[01] [02] Open map. Path = C:\Panorama\Data\Podolsk\podolsk.map
[01] [102] Open rmf. Name = ALIAS#Podolsk-raster
[01] [102] Open rmf. Path = C:\Panorama\Data\Podolsk\image3d.rsw

In square brackets after the time, the serial number of the connected user is indicated from 1 - [01].
Then the following square brackets indicate the ordinal number of the open data for the given user. For
vector maps, it is indicated a two-digit number with 1, for rasters and matrices, a three-digit number with
101.
For each data type, the Name parameter is the alias name and the parameter Path is the full path to
the data on the server.
3.7.3 Features of sorting vector maps on the server
The vector map can be sorted by a user who has the rights to edit the map (Edit="TRUE").
The entry in the parameter file can have the following form:
<PolicyData Alias="Noginsk - map" Edit="TRUE" CacheCoding="FALSE"
StreamCoding="TRUE" HidePasport="FALSE" RscEdit="TRUE" Type="Vector"/>
When sorting a map on the server, map compression is blocked due to exclusion of deleted objects
from the data set and deleting copies of edited objects so that the user can cancel or restore any performed
operation in any case. The value of the field «Delete copies of edited objects» in the dialog box «Map
sorting» will be ignored.
Only the user with administrative rights (Admin = "TRUE") of GIS Server can delete the copies of
the edited objects.
The entry in the parameter file can have the following form:
<User Login="User1" PassW="C4CA4238A0B923820DCC509A6F75849B" RoleName="Group
1" Monitoring="TRUE" GeoDB="TRUE" Admin="TRUE"/>
3.8 Using the virtual folders
For the convenience of administering access to GIS data, the Server supports automated control of
access to data at the level of data folders.
The administrator can specify the rights of individual user groups to access various folders without
detailing the contents of the folders and their structure.
During the work of GIS Server, it automatically scans the contents of folders and gives users in the
corresponding group rights to the data that will be placed in the folder.
When changing the contents of a folder, the tree of available data is automatically rebuilt, which it
is displayed on the client during data is selected.
This allows you to dynamically change the composition of the data in the folder, add and delete
data without interrupting the operation of GIS Server and without using administrative tools for each data
instance. Data that is opened by the client cannot be deleted until the client closes the data.
When assigning access to data at the folder level, you can specify whether to process subdirectories.
The same data folder can be included in lists of maps, rasters, matrices and atlases. In this case, in
each list from the folder, the corresponding data categories will be displayed.
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Figure 3 - Data list view in the folder «Work folder»
The administrator can specify a list of data types that will be displayed in the list. For example, in
the list of maps only data projects (MPT) and map stores (SITX) can be displayed, and maps of the type
MAP and SIT included in the project will not be visible in the user tree.
<MapList>
…
<Map Alias="Work folder" Level="1" Comm="TRUE"/>
<Map Path="C:\Panorama\Data" Alias="Maps" Folder="TRUE"
DocAlias="Doc" Types="MPT,SITX" Level="2"/>
</MapList>
<RasterList>
<Raster Path=" C:\Panorama\Data " Alias="Rasters" Folder="TRUE"
SubFolder="TRUE" LongAlias="FALSE" Types="RSW" Level="2"/>
</RasterList>
<RoleList>
<Role Name="USER">
<PolicyData Alias="Maps" Edit="TRUE" CacheCoding="FALSE"
StreamCoding="TRUE" Type="Folder"/>
</Role>
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</RoleList>
In the list of vector maps, the folder can be set the alias of the document storage for automatically
saving documents that are referenced by the semantics of objects on maps that will be placed in the
specified folder.

Figure 4 - Managing the data placement in shared folders
The top-level folder can be specified a comment under which the data tree will be placed. If no
comment is specified, the name of the folder in which the data is stored will be displayed. If the flag for
processing subdirectories is specified, (the property SubFolder is TRUE), then the names of the incoming
data folders will be displayed in the data tree.
All data in folders is automatically assigned unique data aliases, which consist of a folder alias, a
subdirectory name, and a data name separated by an underscore. If the property LongAlias is FALSE,
then only the data name is set as the data alias.
GIS Server supports remote data management in user virtual folders. The user can create new
folders in virtual folders, copy to the folders any data for general use, delete obsolete data. User access to
shared folders (data placement, data editing, viewing) is controlled by the tools of administration GIS
Server. Providing data at the share folder level facilitates the administration of a large list of data (there
may be thousands of maps, tens of thousand matrices and images in a project). The tree of available data
is automatically updated for each user without administrator intervention due to the data placed in public
folders.
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Tools for working with virtual folders in the tab Folder (in the dialog for connecting to GIS Server)
are displayed only for those users who have the right to control the placement of data. To do this, the
attribute FolderEdit = "TRUE" must be set in the list of available data for the user role in the description
of the folder alias.
<Role Name="Group 1">
<PolicyData Alias="Matrixes" Edit="TRUE" FolderEdit="TRUE"
CacheCoding="FALSE" StreamCoding="TRUE" Type="Folder"/>
</Role>
When new data is placed, backups are automatically created if the administrator GIS Server has
enabled this tool (in the section ReservedCopy).
When working with folders, it is necessary to make sure that system services have access to the
selected folders. If GIS Server does not have access to one of the selected folders, the following messages
may appear in the operation log:
>>>> 11:18:29 [001] FolderMonitoring error: The handle is invalid.
or
>>>> 12:23:17 [001] FolderMonitoring: folder not found – path_to_folder
or
>>>> 09:37:46 [001] FolderMonitoring: folder is not available – path_to_folder
In this case, you need to make sure that the system services (LOCAL SERVICE) have access to the
selected folder.

Figure 5 - Determining the type of system service account and access rights
If there is no access to the folders on the client, only the folder name without its contents will be
displayed in the tree of data opened from GIS Server.
3.9 Remote monitoring of the server status
The user can monitor the status of server connections remotely from any program that has the means to
connect to GIS Server. To do this, the user must be assigned the appropriate rights by Administrator. In the
parameter file using GIS Administrator, the property Monitoring="TRUE" is set for the user:
<UserList>
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<User Login="GUEST" PassW="33E9232989576B5CFAA06654217D7A1A"
RoleName="GUESTS" Monitoring="TRUE">
<ExtRoleList>
<ExtRole RoleName="Group 2"/>
</ExtRoleList>
</User>
In the dialog for connecting to GIS Server, on the tab Monitoring, it will be displayed a tree of
connected users and the composition of data opened from the server. It will be indicated the duration of
the connection and the number of updated data operations performed.
3.10 Data protection
Placing data on GIS Server increases the degree of protection from unauthorized reading, editing,
copying, printing and updating.
When authorizing the user with user name and password, the digest-authorization algorithm is
applied to prevent the user from intercepting the user's password when connecting to GIS Server. In this
case, it is sent to the Server a random string encoded by the key created on the basis of the user's
password. If the result of the string encoding on the client and the server is the same, the authorization is
successful.
All data stored on the client computer in the cache for speeding up work is always encoded with a
256-bit key formed from the server key and client key. If the keys have changed when you connect to the
data on the server, the cache is automatically cleared and re-filled as you access the data.
It is supported the possibility of autonomous work with data from the cache when communication
with GIS Server is lost. If there is no (short-term loss) connection with GIS Server, the data access is
automatically switched to the mode «Read Only, Prohibit Printing, Copy Blocking». When the
connection is restored, the access is automatically changed to the one that is set for the user on GIS
Server, and the data is automatically replicated to the cache in the part of the changed data.
The administrator of GIS Server can disable autonomous work with data. If the Administrator of
GIS Server cancels access to the data for the specified user group, the maps on the respective clients will
be closed automatically with the removal of data from the cache. If the Administrator of GIS Server
establishes the prohibition for offline work with data, then client programs with a version lower than
11.10.3 that does not support data encoding will not be able to open data on GIS Server.

Figure 6 - The example of coding data into the cache
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It is supported the ability to encode the transmitted data. This prevents the interception of data and
their replacement at the time of transmission over open communication channels. The data is encoded
with the 256-bit key that is set for a specific communication session. Coding is performed when reading
and recording data.
It is possible to hide the parameters of the map coordinate system, opened on GIS Server. This
allows you to work remotely with maps in local coordinate systems whose parameters are closed. In all
dialogs and tasks, the parameters of local coordinate systems will be displayed as parameters of the
system EPSG: 3857 (the projection Mercator on the ball, accepted by Google). To do this, the
Administrator of GIS Server must set the map to Hide Coordinate System parameters for the map. All
recalculations of coordinates and alignment with data having other coordinate systems will be performed
without distortion. It is recommended that you hide the property Hide Coordinate System parameters in
conjunction with the property Disable Map Copy from GIS Server. If the passport parameters are hidden
and data copying is not prohibited, then when saving data to SXF and TXF formats, the coordinates will
be stored in degrees in the system EPSG: 3857.
It is supported the ability to prohibit printing maps on client workstations from standard dialogs of
GIS.
3.11 Multilevel connection
GIS Server supports multi-level connection of GIS Servers among themselves for distributed
storage and processing of spatial data with automatic replication, backup and data protection.
Support is provided for working with vector maps, matrices and rasters (snapshots) through a
multilevel connection with unstable communications. With the interruption (absence) of communication
with the GIS, the top-level server does not lose client access to vector maps, rasters and matrices. The
data of matrices, rasters and vector maps can be provided from the internal cache of GIS Server at the
request of clients. The data in the cache is in the amount that was at least once received (or updated) from
the GIS of the top-level Server. Updating GIS Server cache is performed as the data is requested by
clients (the client can be another GIS Server, web-service, etc.). At the same time, several requests can be
made to update data between GIS Servers for multichannel connection via the protocol TCP\IP.
This architecture reduces the load on the data network tenfold, speeds up access to data and it
improves reliability.
Reducing the load on the data network is achieved through the access for individual groups of users
through the intermediate GIS Server, which caches requests and performs automatic data replication.
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Figure 7 - The example of multilevel connection for servers
For example, in the organization of remote interaction between the city government and the
municipal enterprise with the number of users in each structure up to 10 and the availability of up to 100
MB of data for exchange, the total amount of data transmitted via external channels will be up to 2 GB
(20 × 100). When installing two intermediate GIS Servers, the amount of data transferred over the
external network will be reduced to 200 MB (2 × 100) by eliminating repeated requests for data by
different users. On the intermediate GIS Server, a mirror image of the connected GIS Servers with
automatic data replication is automatically generated. Data transfer from the intermediate GIS Server to
the user is performed over a local network, the speed of which usually exceeds the speed of the external
Internet network by an order of magnitude.
To access data on another server, a list of available servers and connection parameters are recorded
in the parameters file of GIS Server:
<DepotList>
<Depot Host="Server01" Port="2047" Login="User1"
Passw="C4CA4238A0B923820DCC509A6F75849B"/>
<Depot Host="123.456.789.001" Port="3333" Login="User2"
Passw="820DCC509A6F75849BC4CA4238A0B923"/>
</DepotList>
Through a multilevel connection, you can open vector maps if you specify instead of the path to the
map, alias data on the connected server:
<Map Path="HOST#Server01#2047#ALIAS#Region" Alias="Region 01" Level="2"/>
<Map Path="HOST#123.456.789.001#3333#ALIAS#Map" Alias="Map" Level="2"/>
3.12 Backing up and restoring data
To ensure the safety of the results for editing vector data in the event of hardware and software
failures, there are used backup and recovery tools.
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Backups are created and placed in accordance with the settings of the backup process selected in the
program of GIS Administrator.
To place backup copies, it is advisable to select a device different from the device where the edited
data is located. The device can be specified by the device identifier, for example: «F:» or full path to the
specified folder, for example:
«\\WorkServer\Backup».
For the backup functions to work, you need to make sure that the program GIS Server (the client,
under whose name the program starts on the server) has the rights to write to the folder selected for
storing backups. If the program does not have record access, then the log of GIS Server will be logged
with the error of creating the folder and it is specified the full path to it.
GIS Server automatically structures storage for backups by creating a hierarchy of folders. Inside
the main folder, there are created folders with identifiers of data sets (vector maps). For example:
\\WorkServer\Backup\SouthDistrict.SouthArea.sit. The set identifier includes the name of the data alias
and the name of the set passport.
Inside the folder with the name of the saved map, there are created folders with numbers of years
corresponding to the time of creation of the backup copy. For example: «\\WorkServer\Backup\
SouthDistrict.SouthArea.sit\2011».
Each folder with the year number automatically creates folders with the dates of the backup. If
several copies are created on the same day, they are sequentially numbered. For example:
\\WorkServer\Backup\SouthDistrict.SouthArea.sit\2011\20110110
or
\\WorkServer\Backup\SouthDistrict.SouthArea.sit\2011\20110110_001.
Backup coping is performed automatically when the conditions, specified in the settings of this
process are met. As conditions, it can be specified the time interval in days and/or the number of
transactions, performed with the specified data set. Backup coping can be performed at the specified time
(for example, 2 am) or it is performed when the specified number of transactions with a set of data. A
transaction may include operations to create, update, or delete dataset objects. In a single transaction there
can be from one operation to several million.
If the interval in days and the number of transactions are specified in backup conditions, the
copying procedure will be executed at the moment when any of the events occur. If no transactions are
executed on the map at the specified time interval (no changes), then the backup will be deferred until at
least one transaction is completed.
If transactions have been made for the map and the specified time interval has expired, the copying
will be performed after the specified hour (for example, at 3 am). If at this point the computer does not
work, copying will be performed after turning on the computer and starting the program.
If at the start of GIS Server or when updating the operating parameters in which backup is enabled,
there are no backups for any maps, they will be created immediately.
For a more even load on the Server, polling of the conditions for backing up, it is performed at
intervals of 30 minutes. A day creates no more than 24 backup copies per map. For the duration of the
backup, editing of the map is blocked. The backup can take an average of a few seconds to a minute.
In backup copy it is included a datasheet passport (MAP or SIT file), a map object metric (DAT,
SDA), object attributes (SEM, SSE), index database map records (HDR, SHD), graphic attributes (GRA,
SGR), Transaction log (TAC). The transaction log is recorded to the folder LOG inside the backup folder.
If a digital classifier (RSC) is stored together with the vector data, it is also recorded to the backup
copy.
In addition to vector maps, a file for GIS Server operation parameters gisserver.xml is also recorded
in the folder for storing backup copies. If the folder for storing backups is set at the start of GIS Server,
but there are no copies of the parameter file, it is automatically created in the folder named GISServer. In
the future, whenever a parameter file is modified, a new backup copy of the file is automatically created.
For example, \\WorkServer\Backup\GISServer\2012\20120120\gisserver.xml.
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Information about creating a backup copy is recorded in the protocol of the operation GIS Server
and in the backup description file, placed together with the backup copy.
To restore data from backups, it can be used the means for viewing maps and transaction log as part
of application tasks GIS Panorama.
3.13 Placing general classifiers of vector maps and editing them
The classifier of a digital map is a collection of descriptions for layers of a vector map, types of
objects and their conventional signs, types of semantic characteristics and values they accept.
Descriptions of layers, objects, semantic characteristics, and some kinds of characteristic values
must contain a numeric code.
The map classifier is digitally stored in the file RSC. The file RSC is located in one directory with a
vector map or in the general directory of classifiers.
The path to the general directory of classifiers is set in the file of parameters GIS Server
gisserver.xml, for example:
<CommonRsc Path="\\Server\Maps\CommonRsc\"/>
In this case, several maps from different directories can use one classifier. Any change in the
classifier is displayed on all maps.
After the classifier is changed, when the map associated with the classifier is first opened, the
procedure for re-encoding the map objects (custom symbol settings) from the service library is
automatically performed. The message about changing the classifier and transcoding the map is recorded
in the transaction log of the map.
To enable classifier editing, when opening a vector map, you must specify a property in the map
description RscEdit=”TRUE”.
For example:
<PolicyData Alias="Noginsk" Edit="TRUE" RscEdit ="TRUE" Type="Vector"/>
3.14 Storing documents on the server
When remotely editing vector maps which are placed on GIS Server, references to various
documents (photos, texts, spreadsheets and any other files) can be added to the attributes of objects.
In order for users from other workplaces to have access to these documents for viewing or editing, it
is necessary to open the document store on GIS Server.
Each vector map can refer to the document store by its unique name. Several maps can refer to a
common document store.
The list of document stores is recorded to the parameters file of GIS Server:
<DocList>
<Doc Alias="NoginskDocuments" Path="C:\Data\Noginsk\Documents"/>
<Doc Alias="MoscowDocuments" Path="C:\Data\Moscow\Documents"/>
</DocList>
The property Alias specifies the unique name of the store, and in the Path property, the path to the
folder where the documents will be placed.
To specify a reference to the storage in the map, the property is used DocAlias:
<Map Path="C:\Data\Noginsk\Noginsk.sit" Alias="Noginsk" DocAlias= "NoginskDocuments"
Level="2"/>
Access to documents is performed by accessing the attributes of the map object on the client
workstation containing a link to the document. When you add a new file-link attribute and select a
document on the client workstation, the document will be sent to the server and stored in the vault. The
alias of the document will be recorded in the attribute of the object as follows:
«HOST# host_name #ALIAS# map¬_alias #DOC# storage_name # document_name».
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For example:
HOST#www.gisserver.ru#ALIAS# Noginsk #DOC#NoginskDocuments#Report.doc
When transmitting over the communication channels for recording to the server and for reading, the
documents will be automatically encoded, if the data transmission encoding property is set for the
corresponding map.
Access of users to documents can be performed in accordance with their rights to read/record a
folder with documents or individual files. To do this, the folder properties can be set to the property
Access="DOMAIN", for example:
<DocList>
<Doc Alias="Reports" Path="\\Storage\\data\reports" Access="DOMAIN"/>
</DocList>
This allows you to exclude the discrepancy between the administrators of the domain and the GIS
Server and expand the user's ability to access documents from different folders. To write a new document
or delete a document, the user must have the rights to write to the document folder in the domain. When
registering by login and password, the user does not have the right to access documents that are not
located in the map documents folder (for example, in the folders of documents of other maps). Links from
the semantics of objects can only be on the alias of the map document folder. With domain authorization,
the links can be on the alias of any document folder (for example, when moving objects from one map to
another). If the property Access="DOMAIN" is set, only domain users will access the folder with the
documents. Setting of access rights only for domain users is performed by the administration tools of GIS
Server.
If the conditions for creating backup copies are specified in the parameters of the operation GIS
Server, when you add or replace documents to the repository, automatic backup of the documents will be
performed. A folder with the name of the document store is created in the backup folder. It contains a
folder with the name of the document, a folder with the year number, then a folder with the current date,
and the current copy of the document in it.
For example, if the location of backup copies is set as follows:
<ReservedCopy ReservedCount="1" ReservedPeriod="1" ReservedTime="5" ReservedKeep="24"
ReservedPath="c:\BackUp"/>
then the document can be saved in the following folder:
С:\BackUp\NoginskDocuments\ Plan BTI Mayskaya street, 11.doc\2013\20130214\ Plan BTI
Mayskaya street 11.doc.
3.15 Transfer of data sets to the Data bank of digital maps and remote sensing
3.15.1 The sequence of data sets loading to the Data bank of digital maps and remote sensing
GIS Server allows downloading of data sets to the Data bank of digital maps and remote sensing.
The download is performed using the client command of GIS Server. During the loading of the data sets,
they are placed in the working folder of GIS Server. Together with the data sets, it is transferred a list of
sets in format XML.
For example:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<dsl name="20120828.1727" groupid="37">
<item>N-54-094-4-3.sitx</item>
<item>N-54-094-4-3.sitx.meta.xml</item>
<item>N-54-094-4-4.sitx</item>
<item>N-54-094-4-4.sitx.meta.xml</item>
<item>25t05g.rsc</item>
</dsl>
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During the transfer of data sets to GIS Server, records of the copied data sets are recorded in the
work log.
For example:
15:45:09 [001] Connection with a server is open. 28/08/2012
15:45:09 [001] Begin registration of the user. User = User1
15:45:09 [001] Registration of the user. User = User1@SEMENENKO
15:45:10 [001] [00] Dataset has been saved. Name = H:\SourceData\N-54-094-4-3.sitx
15:45:10 [001] [00] Dataset has been saved. Name = H:\SourceData\N-54-094-4-3.sitx.meta.xml
15:45:10 [001] [00] Dataset has been saved. Name = H:\SourceData\N-54-094-4-4.sitx
15:45:10 [001] [00] Dataset has been saved. Name = H:\SourceData\N-54-094-4-4.sitx.meta.xml
After placing the data sets, included in the list of sets and the set list file in the working folder on
GIS Server, it is executed the command for downloading sets to the Data bank of digital maps and remote
sensing. In this case, the record of the performance of the download is recorded in the work log:
15:45:10 [002] Connection with a server is open. 28/08/2012
15:45:10 [002] Begin registration of the user. User = User1
15:45:10 [002] Registration of the user. User = User1@ SEMENENKO
15:45:15 [002] [00] Dataset list has been saved in the GeoDB storage. Name =
H:\SourceData\20120525.102405.User1.dslist
To the client that sent the command to load the data is sent back the protocol for executing the data
load with the results of the input control and loading the data sets:
100% processed
---> 15:45:11 Work started on 08/28/2012
Loading the Data bank 1.0
15:45:11 The list of files - 20120525.102405.User1.dslist
15:45:11 Author of the team - User1: User1 @ SEMENENKO
15:45:11 Opening a connection to the database - dsgeodb
user name - postgres
15:45:12 The connection to the database was opened
15:45:12 In the list it was found files - 4
15:45:12 \SITX\N-54\N-54-094-4-3.sitx\20150801\20150828\N-54-094-4-3.sitx
15:45:12 \SITX\N-54\N-54-094-4-3.sitx\20150801\20150828\N-54-094-4-3.sitx.meta.xml
15:45:13
The
overview
image
has
been
formed
\SITX\N-54\N-54-094-43.sitx\20150801\20150828\N-54-094-4-3.sitx.preview.png
15:45:13 \SITX\N-54\N-54-094-4-4.sitx\20150801\20150828\N-54-094-4-4.sitx
15:45:13 \SITX\N-54\N-54-094-4-4.sitx\20150801\20150828\N-54-094-4-4.sitx.meta.xml
15:45:13
The
overview
image
has
been
formed
\SITX\N-54\N-54-094-44.sitx\20150801\20150828\N-54-094-4-4.sitx.preview.png
15:45:15 Processed files - 4
---> 15:45:15 Completion of the work on 28/08/2012
The record of the issuance of the protocol is recorded in the record of work:
15:45:15 [001] [00] Document has been read. Name =
H:\SourceData\20120525.102405.User1.dslist.log
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15:45:15 [002] Connection with a server is close.
3.15.2 Filling metadata from the list of data sets
The list of loaded data sets may contain the values of individual metadata fields. You can specify
metadata for the entire list in the node <metadata>, as well as for each set personally. The name of the
field is indicated in the name attribute of the field, and the value of the field is specified in the value
attribute. This allows you to fill in those fields that are added to the metadata structure by the user and
they are not automatically filled from the data sets and from the accompanying metadata files.
For example:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<dsl>
<item name="control3.rsw">
<metadata>
<field name="md_epsgcode" value="444444"/>
</metadata>
</item>
<item>control3.rsw.meta.xml</item>
<item> control4.rsw</item>
</dsl>
For the data set control3.rsw, in the field «md_epsgcode» it will be recorded the value «444444».
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<dsl>
<metadata>
<field name="md_epsgcode" value="99999"/>
</metadata>
<item>control1.sxf</item>
<item>control1.sxf.meta.xml</item>
<item>control2.sxf</item>
<item>200t05g.rsc</item>
</dsl>
For the data sets control1.sxf and control2.sxf, in the field «md_epsgcode» it will be recorded the
value «99999».
3.15.3 Automatic backup of data sets
For downloaded data sets, one or two backup copies are automatically created in accordance with
the parameters specified in Data bank of digital map and remote sensing of the Earth.
Each data set automatically refers to a certain data group to data type or can be assigned to any
group by the user according to certain rules (for example, by territory, scale, data source, and so on). In
the group description table, paths to network or local folders can be set for automatic placement of the
first and second backup copies of downloaded data sets. If the path to the backup location is not specified
for the group, then the corresponding backup copies will not be created.
When creating backups, the date and time in GMT when the corresponding copy was created, there
are recorded in the metadata of the object.
When adding a changed dataset, a new metadata record and a new version of the dataset in the
archive will be created. Backups will be created separately with the formation of time metadata. The
record structure of the data sets in the backup folders is the same as in the main archive.
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3.15.4 Configuring parameters for loading of data sets to the Data bank of digital maps and remote
sensing
To support the loading of data sets in the parameters of the operation GIS Server, it is necessary to
specify the parameters of connection to the Data bank of digital maps and remote sensing.
For example:
<Main>
<Port Number="2047"/>
<GeoDB Host="localhost" Port="5432" Database="geodb" Login="postgres" Password="1"
User="dsloader" Folder="H:\SourceData"/>
...
</Main>
Connection settings have the following function:
Host – the address of the server where it is installed DBMS PostgreSQL, which manages the
metadata database within the Data bank of digital maps and remote sensing; If DBMS server is installed
with the GIS Server, then «localhost» is specified.
Port – the port address for connecting to DBMS PostgreSQL, it is usually equal to 5432.
Database – the name of the metadata database, registered in DBMS PostgreSQL.
Login – the user name to connect to the metadata database.
Password – the password for connection to the metadata database (the user with the same name and
password must be previously created on the server PostgreSQL).
User – user name GIS Server for obtaining remote access to schemes for the presence of digital
maps, images and matrices.
Folder – the path to the working folder for temporary placement of data sets loaded into the Data
bank of digital maps and remote sensing.
The user name specified in the field User must be specified in the list of users GIS Server:
<UserList>
...
<User Login="dsloader" PassW="C4CA4238A0B923820DCC509A6F75849B" RoleName="
dsgroup"/>
</UserList>
In the group to which the user belongs, three aliases must be specified:
t_md_map - alias for accessing the scheme of the presence of digital vector maps;
t_md_image - alias for accessing the scheme of the presence of digital pictures of district;
t_md_matrix - alias for accessing the scheme of the presence of digital matrices and terrain models.
For example:
<RoleList>
...
<Role Name="dsgroup">
<PolicyData Alias="t_md_map" Edit="TRUE" CacheCoding="FALSE"
StreamCoding="FALSE" HidePasport="FALSE" RscEdit="FALSE" Type="Vector"/>
<PolicyData Alias="t_md_image" Edit="TRUE" CacheCoding="FALSE"
StreamCoding="FALSE" HidePasport="FALSE" RscEdit="FALSE" Type="Vector"/>
<PolicyData Alias="t_md_matrix" Edit="TRUE" CacheCoding="FALSE"
StreamCoding="FALSE" HidePasport="FALSE" RscEdit="FALSE" Type="Vector"/>
</Role>
</RoleList>
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In the list of available digital vector maps, aliases must be described for access to data availability
schemes.
For example:
<MapList>
...
<Map Path="H:\Data\Sheme\t_md_map.sitx" Alias="t_md_map" Level="1"/>
<Map Path="H:\Data\Sheme\t_md_image.sitx" Alias="t_md_image" Level="1"/>
<Map Path="H:\Data\Sheme\t_md_matrix.sitx" Alias="t_md_matrix" Level="1"/>
</MapList>
To users of desktop programs (GIS Panorama PARB.00046-06, GIS Operator PARB.00048-01)
had the rights to remote downloading of data to the Data bank of digital maps and remote sensing through
GIS Server, in the description of the user's alias it is specified the property GeoDB="TRUE".
For example:
<UserList>
...
<User Login="User1" PassW="C4CA4238A0B923820DCC509A6F75849B"
RoleName="Группа 1" Monitoring="TRUE" GeoDB="TRUE"/>
</UserList>
3.15.5 Configuring parameters for loading of data sets at GIS Server program installation as a part
of Data bank of digital maps and remote sensing
GIS Server can connect to the Data bank from a remote server as described in paragraph 3.15 or to
be installed as a part of the Data bank of digital maps and remote sensing for one server. In the second
case, in the folder with executable modules of GIS Server, it is recorded the file config.xml:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<config>
<geodbse path="C:\ProgramData\Panorama\GeoDBSE\configdb\configdb.xml" />
</config>
The file config.xml should contain the path to the file configdb.xml, which is managed by the
administration tools of the Data bank of digital maps and remote sensing, and it contains the connection
parameters to the metadata database and the path to the folder for temporarily placing the downloaded
data sets:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<databank>
<database host="localhost" port="5432" name="geodb">
<geodbse login="admin" password="12345678"/>
<dsloader login="dsloader" password="01234567"/>
</database>
<loadfolder path="C:\ProgramData\Panorama\GeoDBSE\upload"/>
</databank>
If GIS Server is installed as part of the Data bank of digital maps and remote sensing and the files
config.xml and configdb.xml contain the required fields, GIS Administrator displays the connection
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parameters to the metadata database and the folder path for temporarily placing the data sets, but does not
allow editing these values.
The connection parameters to GIS Server (UserList, RoleList, MapList) are edited by the tools of
GIS Administrator, as well as when GIS Server is offline.
If not all the parameters of the connection to the database or to the datasets have been set, then an
error message will be written to the log of GIS Server when loading the data sets.
For example:
18:19:06 [001] [00] Dataset has been saved. Name =
C:\ProgramData\Panorama\GeoDBSE\upload\K362.sxf
18:19:06 [001] [00] Dataset has been saved. Name =
C:\ProgramData\Panorama\GeoDBSE\upload\20140227.181904.User1.dslist
...
18:19:06 [003] [00] User parameters for GeoDB are not set (<GeoDB User=XXX... or <User
Login=XXX...), dataset not saved
This means that the file gisserver.xml does not have a user name for the connection or there is no
such name in the user list.
For example:
<Main>
...
<GeoDB User="dsloader"/>
...
<UserList>
<User Login="dsloader" PassW="C4CA4238A0B923820DCC509A6F75849B" RoleName="
Group 4"/>
</UserList>
...
</Main>
3.16 Automated formation of geo-coatings from data sets of Data bank of digital maps and
remote sensing
3.16.1 Procedure for formation of geo-coatings
GIS Server allows you to create in the automated mode geo-coverage of vector maps, rasters and
matrices stored in the Data bank of digital maps and remote sensing. Formation of geo-covers is carried
out at the command of the client GIS Server. During the formation of geo-coverages, data is imported
from exchange formats, transformed into a specified coordinate system and placed in a virtual folder of
GIS Server.
The list of data sets from which the geo-coverage will be generated, it is transmitted in format
XML.
For example:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<geolevel name=" map123" folder="geomap\topographical\20160509123704" type="map"
crscode="EPSG:3857">
<item id="22905">\SXF\L36\L361.sxf\2016\20160227\L361.sxf</item>
<item id="22906">\SXF\L36\L362.sxf\2016\20160227\L362.sxf</item>
<item id="22907">\SXF\L36\L363.sxf\2016\20160227\L361.sxf</item>
<item id="22908">\SXF\L36\L364.sxf\2016\20160227\L362.sxf</item>
...
</geolevel>
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The name attribute describes the name of the created geo-coating. For vector maps geo-coating can
be created as a multi-sheet map of the map format or as mtp-format project containing links to sheets in
the format sit or sitx. If all sheets of maps are made with the same classifier of format RSC, it is
recommended to create a multi-sheet map. If the name of the geo-coating is specified without an
extension, then GIS Server assigns an extension taking into account the number of classifiers used: map –
if all sheets have one classifier, mtp – otherwise.
Vector maps from the storage format are automatically converted into the internal geo-coating
format and transformed into a specified coordinate system. All vector geo-coating files are stored in the
geo-coating folder. When further editing the vector geo-coating by the operator's command, only the data
sets that correspond to the updated sheets are backward-updated. When the information is updated in Data
bank of digital maps and remote sensing, versions of the data sets are created for the corresponding
update dates. In this case, there is only one object for the entire list of versions for the dataset in the data
sets availability scheme.
For raster data, mtp format project is created, containing raster links in format RSW. For matrices,
mtp-format project is created, containing references to matrices in format MTW. If in Data bank of digital
maps and remote sensing, the graphics files are not in format RSW or data in format RSW in the wrong
coordinate system that is specified for geo-coating, then automatic conversion of graphic files to RSW
format and transformation into the specified coordinate system is performed. In this case, all the files of
the raster geo-coating are stored in the geo-coating folder. If a raster in format RSW is stored in Data
bank of digital maps and remote sensing and it has the required coordinate system, it is not copied to the
geo-coating folder. Instead, it records a file with the same name, which contains only the service line of
the form:
.REF path_to_file_RSW_or_MTW
When reading such file, GIS Server automatically passes by reference to the required file in Data
bank of digital maps and remote sensing. The path to the file is recorded in encoding UTF8.
Similarly, for a matrix geo-coating, if the files MTW have the same coordinate system as required
for the geo-coating, they are not copied, and files with links to the original MTW files are recorded
instead.
The folder attribute specifies the name of the virtual folder in which the geo-coating will be placed.
In addition, along with the name of the virtual folder, you can specify the subdirectory in which the geocoating will be placed. Usually, a subdirectory with the current date and time in the format
YYYYMMDD.HHMMSS is indicated on the way.
For example, a virtual folder has the following description in the parameters GIS Server:
<Map Path="h:\data\geolevels" Alias="geomap" Level="1" Folder="TRUE" SubFolder="TRUE"
Types="SIT,SITX,MAP,MPT"/>
Then the final path to the geo-coating will be as follows:
h:\data\geolevels\topographical\20140509.152100\map123.map
When connecting clients to GIS Server, the geo-coating alias will look like:
geomap_topographical_ 20140509.152100_map123.map
The attribute Type specifies the type of geo-coating: vector maps, rasters (images), matrices.
For example:
type="map"
The attribute crscode specifies the coordinate system code. If the coordinate system code starts with
the line «epsg:», then it is indicated the code of the flat rectangular coordinate system in which the geocoating is to be created.
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For example:
crscode="EPSG:3857"
To create geo-coatings in the user coordinate system, a record of the form «crslist:USER_CODE» is
supported. In this case, the coordinate system parameters are read on GIS Server from the file crslist.xml
according to the specified code (identifier) of the coordinate system. Records to the file crslist.xml can be
added from the task of «Map Passport» to GIS Panorama.
In the process of forming a geo-coating, records (entries) are made in the protocol of the operation
GIS Server and in the protocol of formation for the geo-coating.
For example, entries in the log of GIS Server:
15:21:01 [002] Connection with a server is open. 09/05/2014
15:21:01 [002] Begin registration of the user. User = User1
15:21:01 [002] Registration of the user. User = User1@WorkStation21
15:21:02 [002] The geolevel creating log is saved –
C:\ProgramData\Panorama\GeoDBSE\upload\log\20140509.152100.User1.geolist.log
15:21:02 [002] [00] Geolevel has been created from the GeoDB storage. List =
C:\ProgramData\Panorama\GeoDBSE\upload\20140509.152100.User1.geolist
15:21:02 [001] Document has been read. Name =
C:\ProgramData\Panorama\GeoDBSE\upload\log\20140509.152100.User1.geolist.log
15:21:02 [002] Connection with a server is close.
Records in the protocol of formation of geo-coating:
100% processed
---> 15:21:01 Work started on
09/05/2014
Loading the Data bank 2.2
15:21:01 The list of files – 20140509.152100.User1.geolist
15:21:01 Author of the team – User1:User1@WorkStation21
15:21:01 Opening a connection to the database – geodb
User name – postgres
15:21:01 The connection to the database was opened
15:21:01 Formation of the area of work – topographical\20140509.152100\ map123.map
15:21:01 The system of coordinates for the area is established – EPSG:3857
15:21:01
15:21:01
15:21:01
15:21:01
15:21:02

File processing – SXF\L36\L361.sxf\2016\20140227\L361.sxf
File processing – SXF\L36\L362.sxf\2016\20140227\L362.sxf
File processing – SXF\L36\L363.sxf\2016\20140227\L363.sxf
File processing – SXF\L36\L364.sxf\2016\20140227\L364.sxf
Total files downloads – 4

---> 15:21:02 Completion of the work on

09/05/2014

Import and transformation of data sets is performed in multithreaded mode, which ensures high
speed of processing requests.
3.16.2 Setting parameters for forming geo-coating
In order for GIS Server to execute commands for the formation of geo-coatings, it is additionally
necessary to set the following elements in the operation parameters:
 list of virtual folders, for placing geo-coatings;
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parameters of clients access GIS Server to virtual folders.

Virtual folders are described along with other kinds of data – maps, rasters and matrices.
For example:
<MapList>
<Map Alias="Russia" Level="1" Comm="TRUE"/>
<Map Alias="Statistics" Level="2" Comm="TRUE"/>
<Map Path= "c:\Users\Public\Documents\Panorama\Panorama13\Data\Statistic\Region.SIT"
Alias="Region – statistics" Level="3"/>
<Map Alias="Thematic maps" Level="2" Comm="TRUE"/>
<Map Path= "c:\Users\Public\Documents\Panorama\Panorama13\Data\Thematic\Region.SIT"
Alias="Region – theme" Level="3"/>
...
<Map Path="h:\data\sheme\t_md_map.sitx" Alias="t_md_map" Level="1"/>
<Map Path="h:\data\sheme\t_md_image.sitx" Alias="t_md_image" Level="1"/>
<Map Path="h:\data\sheme\t_md_matrix.sitx" Alias="t_md_matrix" Level="1"/>
<Map Path="h:\data\geolevels" Alias="geomap" Level="1" Folder="TRUE" SubFolder="TRUE"
Types="SIT,SITX,MAP,MPT"/>
</MapList>
When the operator of Data bank for digital maps and remote sensing selects data records in the bank
and sends a command to form geo-coatings, it enters to GIS WebService SE. Next, GIS WebService SE,
as a client of GIS Server, sends a command of GIS Server along with a list of processed datasets. To form
a geo-coating GIS WebService SE must have the rights to create subdirectories in the virtual folders of
the GIS Server (the property FolderEdit="TRUE").
For example:
<Role Name="Group 1">
<PolicyData Alias="Region – statistics" Edit="TRUE" CacheCoding="FALSE"
StreamCoding="FALSE" HidePasport="FALSE" RscEdit="TRUE" Type="Vector"/>
<PolicyData Alias="Region – theme" Edit="TRUE" Copy="TRUE" CacheCoding="FALSE"
StreamCoding="FALSE" HidePasport="FALSE" RscEdit="TRUE" Type="Vector"/>
...
<PolicyData Alias="geomap" Edit="TRUE" Copy="FALSE" CacheCoding="TRUE"
СaсhePassword="C954B60C7C991BE33EFD43870615F06C71FC1D3DA9253AA236047F752EE2949
C" StreamCoding="FALSE" HidePasport="FALSE" RscEdit="FALSE" FolderEdit="TRUE"
Type="Folder" DocAlias="geodoc"/>
</Role>
3.16.3 Updating of Data bank of digital maps and remote sensing by sets from geo-coatings
After the formation of geo-coatings from the data sets of Data bank for digital maps and remote
sensing, the operator can update them, using means GIS Panorama or GIS Operator. At the command of
the operator, the sets of digital vector maps are stored back in Data bank of digital maps and remote
sensing as new versions of the standards for the respective maps.
GIS Server updates only those datasets that have a newer update date in the dial metadata. The
update date is set automatically for any map editing operations. Updated map sheets are automatically
saved to format SXF without changing the coordinate system to preserve the accuracy of the original
information.
SITX format sheets can be saved in format SITX, if this format is specified in the list of stored
formats.
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3.17 Connecting to the spatial data bases managed by DBMS
3.17.1 Conditions of implementation, restrictions and assumptions in operating the program
GIS Server supports working with spatial databases managed by PostgreSQL and Oracle DBMS,
supporting the ability to access spatial data in accordance with the standard OGC 06-103r4: «OpenGIS®
Implementation Standard for Geographic information – Simple feature access – Part 1: Common
architecture».
For GIS Server, the set of client libraries of the corresponding DBMS of the same capacity should
be installed as the service GIS Server itself. Keep in mind that the administration program may have a bit
capacity different from the bit capacity of the service GIS Server. So, for example, the bit depth of the
web application GIS Administrator is determined by the bit depth of the interpreter PHP installed on the
web server (for more details, see paragraph 4.14.4 - Installing Oracle client and setting up the interpreter
PHP). In this case, it is necessary to additionally install a set of DBMS client libraries with a capacity
corresponding to the capacity of the administration program.
The user on behalf of whom GIS Server connects to the database must have certain privileges:
 all tables with data synchronized with the map require read and record permissions (SELECT,
INSERT, UPDATE and DELETE);
 to the table of the change log – for reading (SELECT).
In order to enable GIS Server to track changes in the database tables to which GIS Server provides
access to its clients, the additional change log table must be created in the database, as well as a set of
functions and triggers necessary for its maintenance. The absence of a log table in the database is not an
obstacle for GIS Server to work with this database, but it makes it impossible to update the cartographic
representation in the event of changes in the original data set made not through GIS Server.
The coordinate system and the projection parameters of the spatial description for objects in the
database must be properly registered in the database and must be able to be converted to the coordinate
system of the cache map and vice versa using DBMS itself. The coordinate system of the cache map is set
according to the settings of the file DBM using the code EPSG.
The following geometry types are supported by the standard OGC 06-103r4: «OpenGIS®
Implementation Standard for Geographic information – Simple feature access – Part 1: Common
architecture»:
 Point;
 Line;
 Polygon;
 Multipoint;
 Multiline;
 Multipolygon.
The primary key of the data sets (or another field, the value of which is indicated as a unique
identifier for the record) cannot be composite and must consist of one field for the type INTEGER
(integer 4 bytes).
In the case of updates using the change log, the following restrictions are additionally imposed:
1) Data sets (DB tables) should not have fields with the following names (matching log names):
 schemaname;
 tablename;
 idrecord;
 changestype;
 userid;
 stamp;
 sessionident.
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2) It is not recommended to use field names that are reserved DBMS words or SQL terms.
3.17.1.1 Features of working with DBMS Oracle
It is allowed to use DBMS Oracle 11g and higher at least Oracle Standard One, which integrates
support for spatial data processing technology – Oracle Spatial.
Spatial data tables must be registered with USER_SDO_GEOM_METADATA properly.
When working with DBMS Oracle, it is not permissible to use tables with data to be displayed on
the map, in schemes of system users (SYS and others), where it is prohibited adding triggers to tables.
For the program to function, it is required that the user on behalf of whom GIS Server accesses the
database is granted read access (SELECT) to the following system views and database tables:
 ALL_TAB_COLUMNS;
 USER_TABLES;
 USER_SDO_GEOM_METADATA;
 SDO_COORD_REF_SYS CRS;
 SDO_COORD_AXES AXES;
 SDO_UNITS_OF_MEASURE.
Authorization is also required to perform functions from the packages MDSYS.SDO_UTIL and
MDSYS.SDO_CS.
Notes on connecting to DBMS Oracle.
GIS Server uses a set of libraries Oracle call interface (OCI) to connect to the database Oracle, and
a connection is established with a type called «easy connect naming» in Oracle terminology
(http://docs.oracle.com/cd/B12037_01/network.101/b10775/ naming.htm # i498306).
This approach does not require prescribing LISTNER and TNS, it is enough that this type of
connection is allowed in the server settings (by default, it is enabled). Enabling this type of connection is
done through the manager (controller) Oracle Net Manager, or by manually setting in the file sqlnet.ora
the parameter EZCONNECT - NAMES.DIRECTORY_PATH=(TNSNAMES, EZCONNECT).
Only the host address, port and database name are used for the connection. The latter is set either as
SID or as SERVICE_NAME. Both names are specified when creating the database.
The type «easy connect naming» is an analogue of the connection «Basic» in SQL Developer.
3.17.1.2 Features of working with DBMS PostgreSQL
It is allowed to use DBMS PostgreSQL version 9.1 and higher, for which the extension must be
installed PostGIS, which provides the ability to store spatial data and supports OGC (Open Geospatial
Consortium) standards.
For PostgreSQL, there are allowed tables with spatial data in schemes public and dbo, respectively.
For the program to function, it is required the access to read (SELECT) to the following system
database representations:
 GEOMETRY_COLUMNS;
 pg_tables;
 information_schema.clumns.
3.17.2 Procedure for connecting to the data base
To connect the program GIS Server to the database (DB), it is used the service file of format DBM.
The file DBM is built on the structure XML and it contains a description of the database connection
parameters.
Example of file DBM:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?>
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<!DOCTYPE dbm [
<!ELEMENT dbm (guid, mapname, classifier, epsg, scale, dbconnection, query, fields)>
<!-- Map passport -->
<!ELEMENT guid (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT mapname (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT classifier (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT epsg (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT scale (#PCDATA)>
<!-- Connection to DB (link to the description of the parameters outside this file) -->
<!ELEMENT dbconnection EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST dbconnection
name CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!-- Description of the execution order for the query -->
<!ELEMENT query ((tablename | sqltext), dblogname?)>
<!ATTLIST query type (query | table) #REQUIRED>
<!-- Depending on the type "table" or "query" value, it is involved the node tablename or sqltext,
respectively -->
<!-- dblogname – name of the change log table in DB -->
<!ELEMENT tablename (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT dblogname (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT sqltext (#PCDATA)>
<!-- Description of query result fields -->
<!ELEMENT fields (ident, geometry, (objcode | objkey), objtext?, semantics)>
<!ELEMENT ident EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST ident field CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT geometry EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST geometry field CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!-- It is determined either objcode or objkey -->
<!ELEMENT objcode (line, point, square, text)>
<!ATTLIST objcode field CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT line (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT point (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT square (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT text (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT objkey EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST objkey
field CDATA #IMPLIED
default CDATA #IMPLIED>
<!ELEMENT objtext EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST objtext field CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT semantics (semantic*)>
<!ATTLIST semantics
associate (true | false) "true">
<!ELEMENT semantic EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST semantic
field CDATA #REQUIRED
key CDATA #REQUIRED>
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<!-- Service section used by GIS Server when working with DBM map -->
<!ELEMENT gswork (update?, lastupdate?, hash?)>
<!-- Auto update settings -->
<!-- The interval is set in seconds -->
<!-- If the interval is 12 hours or more, the update will be -->
<!-- run after the time specified by the parameter time -->
<!-- Time is indicated in hours -->
<!ELEMENT update EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST update
period CDATA #REQUIRED
time CDATA #IMPLIED>
<!-- time label of the last (extreme) update -->
<!ELEMENT lastupdate (#PCDATA)>
<!-- hash sum over all significant fields -->
<!ELEMENT hash (#PCDATA)>
]>
<dbm>
<!-- Map passport -->
<guid> global unique identifier </guid>
<mapname> Own name of the map </mapname>
<classifier> Name of the map classifier file </classifier>
<epsg>4326</epsg>
<scale>25000</scale>
<!-- Connection to DB (link to the description of the parameters outside this file) -->
<dbconnection name="my_connection_alias"/>
<!-- Description of the execution order for the query -->
<query type="table">
<!-- Depending on the type "table" or "query" value, it is involved the node tablename or sqltext,
respectively -->
<tablename>osm_layers.forest_kaluga</tablename>
<dblogname>public.pgis2map_dbchanges_log</dblogname>
<!-- <sqltext>SELECT * FROM osm_layers.forest_kaluga;</sqltext> -->
</query>
<!-- Description of query result fields -->
<fields>
<ident field="id"/>
<geometry field="the_geom"/>
<!-- It is set either objcode or objkey -->
<objcode field="class_code_int">
<line>1000000001</line>
<point>1000000002</point>
<square>1000000003</square>
<text>1000000004</text>
</objcode>
<!-- <objkey field="class_code_txt" default="forest"/> -->
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<objtext field="label"/>
<semantics associate="true">
<semantic field="type" key="highway"/>
<semantic field="typerus" key="name_ru"/>
</semantics>
</fields>
</dbm>
The file DBM contains a description of the parameters for the digital vector map, in the form of
which the data set from the database will be displayed (table, view, or the result of the query SQL). The
parameters include: the conditional name of the map, the file of classifier RSC containing the library of
symbols, the coordinate system code (standard EPSG code or the user code from the file crslist.xml), the
scale of the map in which the symbols are displayed in a single scale (in those sizes that are specified in
the classifier). A map is created with the name specified in the field guid and the extension SIT. The
example DBM file is shown in Appendix 3.
The parameters for connecting to the database (host, port, login, password, and others) are specified
in the file of parameters for operation the program GIS Server - gisserver.xml, which provides a higher
degree of protection for this information.
The example of parameters description for connection to the database in gisserver.xml:
<DBList>
<DBConnection Name="db1" DBMS="postgres" Host="gis-lab.info" Port="5432"
Database="geosample" Authentication="password" User="guest" Password="guest" EncodePsw="0"/>
</DBList>
To connect GIS Server to the database, the file DBM must be connected to the list of maps in the
parameter file gisserver.xml.
For example:
<MapList>
...
<Map Path="C:\GSTEST\spatial_gislab_hydro.dbm" Alias="GISLAB – hydrography" Level="4"/>
...
</MapList>
<Role Name="Group 1">
...
<PolicyData Alias="GISLAB – hydrography" Edit="TRUE" CacheCoding="FALSE"
StreamCoding="FALSE" HidePasport="FALSE" RscEdit="TRUE" Type="Vector"/>
...
</Role>
3.17.3 Restrictions during the work of GIS Server with spatial data bases
3.17.3.1 General information
Due to the specifics of interaction between GIS Server and spatial databases managed by DBMS,
the following nuances are possible when working with GIS Server.
3.17.3.2 Restrictions on editing data
For a data set configured on GIS Server as a spatial database table, the ability to edit is not
guaranteed, even if the corresponding permission is set for this data set on GIS Server. Data sets that are
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not database tables but will be an arbitrary selection of data by SQL query (of type <query type=
"query"> - see DBM file description) will not be available for editing. Also, editing restrictions can occur
on the server side of DBMS for various reasons: the user who has access to GIS Server on behalf of the
database does not have sufficient access rights, credential policy restrictions, bans on the trigger logic
level, etc.
3.17.3.3 Organizing the access to data on the server DBMS
GIS Server accesses the spatial database on its behalf, generates a map view cache using the table or
SQL query configured in the file DBM, and then it provides access to it for its clients based on the
privileges specified for them.
3.17.3.4 Restrictions on the composition of fields and their type
GIS Server clients can see only the composition of the fields for the original table of the spatial
database, which is defined in the file DBM as the correspondence of the table fields and the semantic
characteristics of map objects. Editing the semantic characteristics of objects is also available only in this
volume.
There may also be restrictions in working with fields of specific data types that do not have an
equivalent in the map classifier. Correct operation is guaranteed only with numeric and string fields.
3.17.3.5 Restrictions on the types of spatial description for objects
Only the following types of geometry are supported: point, line, polygon, multi-point, multi-line
and multi-polygon. More information about the organization for the reflection of spatial database
information in the cartographic representation on GIS Server is described in the section below.
3.17.4 Organizing the representation of object coordinates on a map
DBMSs have the ability to store spatial data in accordance with the standard OGC (Open
Geospatial Consortium) – OGC 06-103r4: OGC 06-103r4: «OpenGIS® Implementation Standard for
Geographic information – Simple feature access – Part 1: Common architecture».
In DBMS PostgreSQL, the ability to store spatial data in the database is achieved using an
additional extension – PostGIS. PostGIS is an extension of the free object-relational DBMS PostgreSQL,
designed to be stored in a database of geographic data (geometry) and supporting standards OGC (Open
Geospatial Consortium). In PostgreSQL, spatial data storage is implemented directly in database tables in
fields that have a special data type – GEOMETRY. The data type GEOMETRY is a block of binary data
for a specific format. This block contains the header part, which determines the nature of the object’s
localization, the complexity of its metric, the applied coordinate system for storage, and also the
coordinate array itself.
Storage of the spatial description for the object in the fields of the database is not regulated by the
standard OGC, which defines only a list of types for spatial objects and a set of basic functions for
working with them. Also, the standard OGC 06-103r4: «OpenGIS® Implementation Standard for
Geographic information – Simple feature access – Part 1: Common architecture» prescribes a generally
mandatory representation in a standardized form of the data stored in such fields, and defines two types of
representations – WKB (Well-known Binary Representation for Geometry) and WKT (Well-known Text
Representation for Geometry). This means that all DBMS developers supporting this standard have the
right to store geodata in their own format, but there are required to provide access to this data in a
standardized format (WKB or WKT). The physical placement of spatial information in a binary data
block of its own format differs from WKB, differs in various DBMSs and it is often not documented. In
view of this, GIS Server uses standardized access to spatial data in the database through the standard
WKB.
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Each entry in the database table is represented by a set of fields. The following generalized field
types are distinguished:
 Primary key – a field that uniquely identifies the record in the data set (table);
 Geodata field;
 Fields of attribute information about the object;
 The field that determines the appearance of an object on the map;
 The field containing the caption text for objects of the type «caption».
To reflect the information from the database table with spatial data, the following correspondence is
carried out:
 Geodata field – Metric of the map object;
 Attribute fields – Semantics of the map object.
Primary key is entered into the service semantics 32798 («Object identifier»).
The appearance of map objects can be assigned uniform for the entire table displayed on the map, or
determined for each record personally using a special field containing the identifier of the map’s symbol.
Either the key (symbol code) or the integer code of the symbol in the digital classifier of the map is
indicated as the identifier of the symbol for the map.
Thus, the required fields in the database table necessary for its reflection on the map are:
 Primary key;
 Geodata field.
The map object is set to unique match one specific record in one particular database table. In this
case, one record can sometimes be represented not by one, but by a whole set of objects on the map,
which is caused by the specifics of the standard for representing the metrics of objects in DB -OGC 06103r4: «OpenGIS® Implementation Standard for Geographic information – Simple feature access – Part
1: Common architecture». In this case, the correspondence «Record of table DB  Cartographic object»
should be considered as «Record of table DB  The set of cartographic objects».
The specification OpenGIS defines two standard methods for defining features: in the form WellKnown Text (WKT) and in the form Well-Known Binary (WKB). WKT and WKB include information
about the type of object and the coordinates that make up the object.
In addition, the specification OpenGIS requires that the internal format for storing spatial features
includes a spatial referencing system identifier - SRID). SRID is required to add an object to the database.
The fastest in terms of software processing is the definition of features in the format WKB. It is this
format that is used to organize the mutual exchange of data between the database and the vector map.

Binary representation of the geometric object (WKB) in NDR format (B = 1)
Polygon type (T = 3) with 2 LinearRings (NR = 2) each LinearRings consists of 3 points (NP = 3)

Figure 8 - Binary representation of the geometric object (WKB)
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WKB representation is a description of the geometric object in the form of a set for bytes of the
specific format. Such set consists of the header part and byte arrays that determine the coordinates of the
object's contours.
The byte sequence can be represented using one of two standard binary encodings. The difference
between the two encodings of geometry is that the sequence of bytes is encoded in reverse byte order (Big
Endian) in XDR and the direct byte order (Little Endian) in NDR.
To reduce computational costs, the program uses WKB with direct byte order – NDR.
GIS Server supports the geometry of 2-dimensional (2-D), 3-dimensional (Z and M) and 4dimensional (ZM) dimensional metrics for the following localizations of objects, shown in Table 1.
Table 1 -

Types of database geometry supported by the program

Type of geometry

Codes of dimension metric in view WKB
2D

Z

M

ZM

Point

0001

1001

2001

3001

LineString

0002

1002

2002

3002

Example

Simple
Polygon

0003

1003

2003

3003
With subobject

MultiPoint

0004

1004

2004

3004

MultiLineString

0005

1005

2005

3005
Simple

MultiPolygon

0006

1006

2006

3006

With subobjects

Simple types of database geometry are correlated with the localization of objects for vector maps of
the format GIS Panorama as follows (see table 2).
Table 2 -

Correspondence of the nature for the localization of the map object and the types of
geometry DB

DB geometry type

Appearance

Localization of the map object

Point

Point feature
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DB geometry type

Appearance

Localization of the map object

LineString

Line feature
Simple

Polygon

With subobject

Polygon
(including with a polygon with internal
subobjects)

Support for multi-geometry, which does not have a direct analogue on the side of the vector map, is
achieved through sets of objects. For each simple type of geometry that is part of multi-geometry, an
object corresponding to the localization is created on the map. Thus, a database object having the type of
multi-geometry on the map will correspond not to one, but several objects at once. Such objects on the
map are combined into sets which it subsequently allows one single object to select the entire set on the
map, that is, all components of multi-geometry. Support for feature sets is implemented at the level GIS
core «Panorama».
Table 3 -

Correspondence of the nature for localization of objects in sets and types of multigeometry DB

DB geometry type

Appearance

Localization of the map object

MultiPoint

Point feature set

MultiLineString

Line object with subobjects
Simple

MultiPolygon

With subobjects

Multipolygon – an areal object with one or
more external contours (both the main contour
and the external contours can have internal
subobjects)

3.17.5 Organizing the representation of object attributes on a map
In addition to the spatial description of an object, its individual attributes can also be transferred to
the map. The attribute information of the record about the object falls into the semantics for the
corresponding map object and can be taken into account when forming the symbol of the object on the
map. The assignment of certain attribute fields for the database table containing information about the
object, and the corresponding semantic characteristics of the cartographic object are indicated by the
service administrator at the stage of setting up the program.
Semantics can be simple or semantics-classifier (lists).
Simple semantics contain the meaning itself, which is recorded into it. This value should
correspond to the type of data defined for this semantic characteristic in the digital classifier of map
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objects. Semantics can be of different types: symbolic (string), numeric, object reference and file name,
and others.
For semantics of the type «numerical», default values are entered. These default values are common
to all objects. If semantics are required for the object, and for some reason there is no value, the semantics
of the object will be assigned the default value. When you enter values for the semantics of objects, the
interval of possible values is set to the minimum and maximum defaults.
For semantics, a unit of measure can be specified. Units of measure are used in particular for
captions of semantics. The size and accuracy of the semantics field values are used for formatted output
of semantics values and the exchange of information with the database.
Semantics-classifier (list) has a type – the code from the classifier, this means that the semantics
are integers to which symbolic values are assigned. For such semantics, a list is filled in advance, where
the correspondence of numerical values to character strings is indicated. The classifier semantics stores
the numerical code of the record, which is defined in the list of possible values of semantics. The list itself
is stored in a digital classifier of map objects.
When performing a map update based on information from the database, the program automatically
determines the type of semantic characteristic associated with the attribute field of the database table. If
semantics is the semantics-classifier, then the program selects the recording code from the list of possible
values of this semantics. Selection is carried out according to the value of the attribute field of the
database table corresponding to this semantics. The search for an entry in the list of possible semantics is
carried out by coincidence of the value of the attribute field with both the key value in the list and the
string values of this list themselves. Thus, the fields of database tables associated with classifier semantics
can contain either key values from the list of allowed semantics or these values themselves (decoded
strings).

Figure 9 - The example of values list for semantics-classifier
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3.17.6 Control the symbol of the object on a map
The appearance of the object on the map is determined by the conventional symbol assigned to this
object. Symbols are contained in the digital classifier of a vector map.
The designation of the symbol for visualizing a database object on the map is possible in the
following ways:
 assignment of a common symbol for the data set (DB table);
 assignment of a personal symbol for each record from the data set (database table) using a
special field in the database table containing the classification code of the cartographic object.
Identification of a conventional sign is carried out by its key in the classifier of the map, or by the
link «object code + localization». Localization is a type of spatial object: areal, linear, point. The key
defines an unambiguous definition of the conditional sign - a specific object with the predefined
localization. The object code can be repeated for objects with different localization: for example, under
the same classification code there can be both areal rivers and linear rivers. In addition, under one code
there may be a whole series of objects.

Figure 10 - Identification of the conventional characters by key
The conventional character (symbol) is assigned by specifying the key of the map classifier object
for the data set (see Figure 10), or the classification code of the map classifier object (see Figure 11).
When determining a conventional character by code, the location of the object (area, linear, point, or
signature) is important. Localization is automatically determined by the spatial description of the object.
An alphanumeric code can also be used as a classification code (see Figure 12). The alphanumeric code is
an analog of the numerical code and it is also used in conjunction with the localization of the object.
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Moreover, objects of the type «caption» may have a spatial description corresponding to the
localization of a linear or a point object. Therefore, for objects of the type «caption», an additional
determining factor is the field assigned in the settings with the value of the caption text and the condition
for the presence of a value in this field.
Classification key or code can be assigned to the entire data set as a whole, or for each record
separately. The second is achieved by having a separate field in the data set containing the classification
code or key. What exactly will be used – a code or a key – is determined by the settings.

Figure 11 - Identification of the conventional characters by classification code and localization
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Figure 12 - Identification of the conventional characters by alphanumeric classification code and
localization
The appearance of objects on the map can also be affected by the value for the semantics of the
object that is populated from the attribute fields of the original database table. The ability to automatically
change the appearance of the object on the map when changing the values for certain semantics is
achieved through the use series of objects.
Series of objects is a grouping of conventional characters inside the classifier of a vector map that
have the same localization (type of geometry), but different in appearance. In the series, one or two
semantics are assigned, which are responsible for choosing one or another symbolic sign from the series,
and the key (threshold) values of these semantics are determined. The values of these semantics must be
numeric (or classifier semantics should be used). When passing the value of semantics affecting the view
through a specified threshold value, the object will be automatically displayed on the map with the
symbol assigned to this value.
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Figure 13 - Automatic change of symbol when changing semantics
Thus, in the program settings you can specify one appearance of the objects for the set, but at the
same time provide the possibility of different visualization for the objects of this data set on the map. To
do this, you need to specify a conditional character included in the series of objects, assign
correspondence of attribute fields to the semantics responsible for the appearance in the series of objects,
and configure the series for objects in the classifier of the map.
3.17.7 Tracking changes in the spatial data base using the change log
The cartographic representation of spatial information from the database is formed on the basis of a
sample of data obtained by the corresponding SQL query. After receiving a selection of GIS Server data
in the database, various data changes may occur, bypassing GIS Server by other DBMS clients. You can
get a more relevant selection by performing the second query to the database and receiving the entire data
set. However, with large amounts of data, this requires significant resources and time-consuming.
Therefore, it is advisable to check for changes in the database and additionally receive small samples only
as part of the data that has been changed.
For the purpose, GIS Server provides the possibility of the so-called incremental processing.
Incremental data processing implies the use of not all records for data sets in the process of updating a
map to the database, but only those that have undergone any changes since the previous update operation
of the cartographic representation on GIS Server using information from the database.
To realize the possibility of incremental processing, a service table must be added to the database –
a change log in which all facts of changes in the database tables to be mapped are recorded. Registration
of the facts for changes is carried out by special triggers of these tables.
The fact of creation, modification or deletion of each record is entered in the change log with the
indication of the operation code and the time it was completed.
Each entry is reflected in the change log only once. That is, if the record was changed and then
deleted, then in the journal the fact of the change will be replaced by a later fact of deletion.
Thus, the maximum number of entries in the change log will be equal to the total number of all
records (including deleted ones) of all tables that record their changes in this log.
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GIS Server performs registration of a unique session identifier in the database. Due to this record,
databases added, changed or deleted directly by the service itself are marked in a certain way in the
change log. Upon subsequent transfer of changes from the database to the map, such records are skipped.
This avoids re-editing objects on the map.
To create a log table and database objects necessary for its maintenance, the installation includes
SQL script for each of the supported DBMSs. Scripts are located in the subdirectory setupdb in the root
directory of the program.
By default, scripts create log tables with predefined names and add triggers to track changes to all
tables that have fields for storing spatial data.
If it is necessary, the script can be changed in any way, but with the mandatory preservation of the
logging logic and its structure (field names and their types). That is, it is allowed to change the script to
use logging of not all, but only certain tables with spatial data, change the key field instead of the primary
key field to any field which value can uniquely identify the record in the table.
The predefined log table names are:
 for DBMS PostgreSQL – pgis2map_dbchanges_log (it is created in the scheme public);
 for DBMS Oracle – ora2map_dbchanges_log (it is created in the user’s table space, for which
a set of tables with spatial data is created, changes in which must be tracked).
Table 4 Field name

Structure of the table changes log in DB
Data type

Description

schemaname

name

scheme name (username – for Oracle)

tablename

name

table name

idrecord

integer*

unique identifier of the entry in the table

changestype

integer

record editing type (1-INSERT, 2-UPDATE, 3-DELETE)

userid

text

operator (current_user ())

stamp

timestamp

time label of the fact for record changes

sessionident

text

session identifier (or application)

Performing updates using the change log imposes the following restrictions on the tables to be
reflected on the map:
1) Datasets (DB tables) should not have fields with the following names:
 schemaname;
 tablename;
 changestype;
 userid;
 stamp;
 sessionident.
2) The primary keys of all tables that register their changes in the log must have one data type that
matches the type of the field idrecord of the change log, that is, to have the type integer (4-byte
integer), which is due to the specifics of the identifiers in the format of maps GIS family of
«Panorama».
When a user first accesses a map on GIS Server, which is a spatial database, the program generates
a cartographic representation of the entire database, that is, all records of the data set specified in the
settings in the file DBM are applied to the map. If there is a table of the GIS change log, Server
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independently monitors all changes and updates the cartographic representation, reading data from the
database server only in part of the changed records.
3.17.8 Configuring the settings for representing the spatial data base on the server GIS
To publish spatial data sets located on external databases under the control of DBMS, it is used
DBM file (*.dbm) on GIS Server. This file contains all the necessary settings for the formation of the
cartographic representation of the spatial database. The structure of the file DBM is described in
paragraph 3.18.2, «Procedure for connecting to the data base».
To fill in the parameters contained in the file DBM, as well as to configure the publication of the
spatial database view that this file DBM describes and to assign access rights to it, the administration
program GIS Administrator is used (see paragraph 4 «Remote configuration of the program»).
The presentation parameters of the spatial database are divided into several sections.
Map parameters (options)
This section contains the passport data of the map, in the form of which GIS Server will be
provided for the users with a representation of the spatial database (all parameters are required):
1) Map identifier – a unique alphanumeric combination in the format of GUID (Globally Unique
Identifier). This identifier should not be repeated for different DBM-maps on GIS Server. It
uniquely defines the representation of the spatial database on GIS Server, and it is also used to
form the base name of the cache map for this spatial database. The map identifier is generated
automatically by the administration program when creating a new file DBM. If the identifier of
the map will be the same for different DBM files (for example, as a result of manually editing
the file DBM without the administration program), conflicts can occur that lead to data loss or
corruption in the spatial database.
2) Map name – a short meaningful name of the cartographic representation specified by the
administrator (system programmer).
3) File name of map classifier – path to the digital classifier file RSC, on the basis of which a
cartographic representation of the spatial database will be formed.
4) EPSG code – a code in the database of International Association of Oil and Gas Producers
(formerly European Petroleum Survey Group - EPSG) that defines the parameters of the
coordinate system and projection that are used in the formation of the cartographic
representation. To minimize recounts when working with the cartographic representation, it is
recommended to specify the EPSG code of the coordinate system in which the coordinates are
stored in the original database table, or EPSG: 4326 (WGS84 - World Geodetic System 1984).
5) Scale – the base scale of the cartographic representation. It affects the visualization of
conventional symbols defined in the digital classifier RSC.
Configuring a database connection
This section specifies the unique name of the set of settings that are responsible for connecting to
the required database. Connection parameters are physically stored in the configuration file GIS Server
(not in the file DBM) and include:
1) DBMS – specifies the type of database management system that the required spatial database is
running under. This parameter determines the type of driver used for working with the database.
2) Connection name – the unique name of the set for settings that are responsible for connecting
to the required database. Used when filling in the file parameters DBM as a reference to a set of
DB connection parameters (all parameters except the data cache location path are required).
3) Hostname – the network name or IP address of the database server.
4) Port number – the number of the port TCP on the database server that is allowed to connect to
the database.
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5) Login – the name of the database user on whose behalf GIS Server will access the spatial
database.
6) Password – the password of the database user on whose behalf GIS Server will access the
spatial database.
7) Database name – the name of the database on the database server that is used as the database
ID for connecting to it.
8) Path of data cache location – the path to the directory on the computer where GIS Server is
deployed, where the cached data will be mixed.
Data sampling
«Data sampling» section contains parameters that determine how to access a data set with spatial
information in the database. Access to information in the database is possible in one of two ways: direct
access to the table in the database, the execution of an arbitrary query SQL. Execution of back record to
the database is possible only with the first method. When using the query SQL, access to the database is
read-only. Mandatory is the name of the table or the text of the query – depending on the chosen method.
1) Type of data sampling – the choice of one from two ways to access a dataset with spatial
information in the database: direct access to the table in the database or the execution of an
arbitrary query SQL.
2) Table name – sets the name of the table in the database containing information on spatial
objects. The table must at least have a unique identifier field and a metric field.
3) SQL query – the text of the query SQL to obtain a data sample. The resulting data set must at
least have a unique identifier field and a metric field.
4) Change log – the name of the table in the database in which operations are logged. This log is
used for tracking by GIS Server of changes in the data sets opened by it. A description of the
structure of the journal and the logic for working with it is shown in paragraph 3.18.7«Tracking changes in the spatial data base using the change log». Using a log makes sense only
with direct access to the spatial data table in the database.
5) The period of the polling of the change log – the time interval in seconds, which determines
the frequency of polling of the table-log. This parameter makes sense if a change log is used.
The parameter is optional. If it is not specified, but a log is used, the parameter is assumed to be
5 seconds.
6) Map relevance time – the time period in seconds during which the information received from
the database is considered relevant. This parameter makes sense if the change log is not applied.
In this case, the cartographic representation is updated by completely updating the content from
the original database set. The time of relevance for the map determines the frequency of such a
full update. Neither disconnecting all users from the cartographic presentation, nor restarting
GIS Server, interrupts the countdown of the relevance for the map. The parameter is optional. If
it is not set, but is required, since the change log is not used, the parameter is assumed to be
1800 seconds (30 minutes).
Description of the query result
The section «Description of the query result» contains parameters that determine the processing of
information in the spatial database data set – the purpose of the data set fields, their correspondence to the
semantics of objects in the cartographic representation on GIS Server, and a way to establish the
appearance of objects. Mandatory fields are field names of unique identifier and metric. One of the
options for establishing the conditional appearance of the object in the cartographic representation (by
code or by key of the object) must also be specified and configured.
1) Unique identifier field – the name of the field in the spatial database dataset to which the file
DBM is configured, which is responsible for the unique identification of records in this set. For
tables, this must be a primary key. If the table is used by the GIS Server for both reading and
recording, then this primary key must be an integer 4 bytes. The parameter is required.
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2) Metric field – the name of the field in the spatial database data set in which the spatial
information is stored in the format GEOMETRY. The parameter is required.
3) Caption field – the name of the field in the spatial database data set that the file DBM is
configured to store the caption text. It is used for objects of the type «caption», which is
determined by the availability of this localization for the code or key assigned to the object in
the digital classifier RSC. In the database, such objects can have either a linear or point metric.
If the field is specified, but does not matter for some record of the data set, then the feature will
be recorded in the cartographic representation as linear or point (in accordance with the type of
metric), but not as a caption. The parameter is optional.
4) The method of setting a symbolic sign – it is the choice of one from two ways to assign
objects in the cartographic representation of a spatial database data set of the appearance defined
in the digital classifier RSC: by key or by code and localization. For more information about
both methods, see paragraph 3.18.6, «Control the symbol of the object on a map».
5) Field name of object code – the name of the integer field in the spatial database of data set to
which the file DBM is configured, designed to store the value corresponding to the value of the
symbol code in the digital classifier RSC. When assigning the appearance according to the code
of the symbol in RSC, the localization determined by the metric of the object in the data set is
taken into account.
6) Sign of an alphanumeric code – a flag indicating the use of the value for the field «Object
code» as an alphanumeric classification code of an object in the classifier of the map.
7) The default values of the object code – are the values of the codes of conventional signs from
RSC assigned to objects in the absence of a code field of the symbol code in the data set, or in
the absence of a value in this field. The default feature codes are set separately for each location
of the feature – polygon, line, point, caption. Localization is determined based on the
description of the metric of the object in the data set, as well as taking into account the caption
field.
8) Field name of object key – the name of the field in the spatial database of data set to which the
file DBM is configured, designed to store the value corresponding to the value of the symbol
key in the digital classifier RSC. The key already determines the localization of the object in
itself, therefore, if the localization specified by the key contradicts the localization defined in the
metric of the object in the data set, the system appearance (purple) can be assigned to the object
instead of the one specified in the field.
9) Default key values of the object – the value of a symbol key from RSC assigned to an object in
the absence of a key symbol field in the data set, or in the absence of a value in this field.
3.17.9 Coordinate system for the spatial description of objects
The spatial data placed in the database under the control of DBMS has a coordinate system defined
by the code SRID – a unique identifier of the coordinate system in the database.
The coordinate system of the cartographic representation of this data on GIS Server is determined
by the code EPSG specified by the administrator in the corresponding parameter of the file DBM (see
paragraph 3.18.8 - Configuring the settings for representing the spatial data base on the server GIS).
In the database for coordinate systems that are EPSG coordinate systems (that is, described in the
database of International Association of Oil and Gas Producers (formerly European Petroleum Survey
Group), the code SRID matches the code EPSG.
GIS Server, when reading information from the database, converts the spatial data to the coordinate
system specified in the parameters of the file DBM using the code EPSG. When recording data to the
database, respectively, the inverse transformation is performed. Transformation of the metrics for objects
from the storage coordinate system (in the database) to the coordinate system of the cartographic
representation (according to the DBM file), and vice versa is performed by DBMS.
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In order to minimize recounts when working with the cartographic representation, it is
recommended to specify the code EPSG of the coordinate system in which the coordinates are stored in
the original database table in the settings of the file DMB. Or, if the source table contains spatial data
simultaneously in different coordinate systems (which is highly undesirable), you should specify EPSG:
4326 (WGS84 – World Geodetic System 1984).
Unset EPSG code in the file DBM will be default to EPSG: 4326.
If the code SRID is not defined for the spatial data field of the source table in the database and the
code EPSG is set to zero in the file DBM, then work with such map will be carried out as with a largescale plan in its own coordinate system. That is, it is believed that the coordinates are stored in meters in
the local coordinate system, coordinate conversions between the database and the cartographic
representation will not be performed.
3.18 Monitoring the quality of digital topographic maps in format SXF
The control of digital topographic map for the format SXF is performed by transmitting to GIS
Server a request, the parameters of which are recorded to the file xml:
For example:
20190224.150326.User1.mclist
The request to control the sets of files SXF stored in Databank may look like this:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<checkquality>
<item id="23489">\SXF\K-38\K-38-005.sxf\2019\20190224\K-38-005.sxf</item>
<item id="23490">\SXF\K-38\K-38-006.sxf\2019\20190224\K-38-006.sxf</item>
</checkquality>
The control protocols of files SXF stored in Databank will be recorded to the folders in which the
corresponding SXF files are stored.
For example:
\SXF\K-38\K-38-005.sxf\2019\20190224\K-38-005.sxf.check.htm
\SXF\K-38\K-38-006.sxf\2019\20190224\K-38-006.sxf.check.htm
The request for control of the file sets SXF located in the input folder together with the control
request can have the following form:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<checkquality type="short">
<item folder="TRUE">K-37-007</item>
<item>K-38-004.zip</item>
<item>K-38-005.sxf</item>
<item>K-38-006.sxf </item>
</checkquality>
Control may be complete or abbreviated. As a rule, full control includes control of the topology of
objects and requires much more time to complete. Shorthand controls can be specified with the attribute
type="short".
Protocols for controlling SXF files located in the input folder will be recorded next to the
corresponding SXF file. SXF files packaged in ZIP-format sets are automatically unpacked in a service
folder with the subsequent removal of auxiliary files.
For example:
\K-37-007\K-37-007.sxf.check.xml
K-38-004.sxf.check.xml
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K-38-005.sxf.check.xml
K-38-006.sxf.check.xml
The control scheme is selected by the name of the classifier of the format RSC specified in the file
SXF or located next to the file SXF.
The correspondence of the file RSC and the control scheme is indicated in the parameters file
config.xml, which is stored together with the control scheme files in the folder control.cxml.
Example files of control schemes from a folder control.cxml:
\ProgramData\Panorama\GIS Server\control.cxml\
config.xml
100t05gopen.cxml
100t05gopen.short.cxml
200t05g.cxml
200t05g.short.cxml
default.cxml
The parameters file config.xml may look like this:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<schemelist default=" default.cxml">
<scheme name="100t05gopen.short.cxml" rsc="100t05gopen.rsc" type="short"/>
<scheme name="100t05gopen.cxml" rsc="100t05gopen.rsc"/>
<scheme name="200t05g.short.cxml" rsc="200t05g.rsc" type="short"/>
<scheme name="200t05g.cxml" rsc="200t05g.rsc"/>
</schemelist>
If for the specified file RSC, it is not specified scheme, then it is applied the scheme recorded in the
attribute default. As a rule, it provides for general structural control of map objects, control of the
correspondence for semantics to their description in the classifier RSC, and other general checks.
For each classifier, two control schemes can be set: complete (full) and abbreviated. For the
shortened form, the attribute type="short" is set in the scheme.
Control schemes are configured using GIS Panorama version 13.
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Figure 14 - Fragment of the report on the quality control of the digital topographic map performed by
GIS Server
Control protocols (reports) are generated in accordance with the selected control scheme and report
template. Report templates localized for different languages are stored in a folder control.htm.
For example:
\ProgramData\Panorama\GIS Server\control.htm\
mapcontr.ru.htm
mapcontr.en.htm
3.19 Monitoring the absence of closed information on DTM in format SXF
The absence of information prohibited for display on digital topographic maps of open use (DTM
OU) is controlled by transmitting a request to GIS Server, the parameters of which are recorded in the file
xml:
For example:
20190520.113317.User1.mclist
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The request for control of digital topographic maps of open use (DTM OU) stored in Databank may
take the following form:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<checkopen>
<item id="31537">\SXF\K-38\K-38-005.open.sxf\2019\20190224\K-38-005.open.sxf</item>
<item id="31538">\SXF\K-38\K-38-006.open.sxf\2019\20190224\K-38-006.open.sxf</item>
</checkopen>
The request for control of the file sets SXF located in the input folder together with the control
request can have the following form:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<checkopen>
<item folder="TRUE">K-37-007.open</item>
<item>K-38-004.open.zip</item>
<item>K-38-005.open.sxf</item>
<item>K-38-006.open.sxf </item>
</checkopen>
The control scheme for the lack of information prohibited for display on digital topographic maps
of open use is configured in GIS Panorama version 13.
There is the complex for control the absence of closed information on digital topographic map of
open use (DTM OU). The control scheme is located in the folder \ProgramData\Panorama\GIS
Server\control.cxml\. The name of the scheme for controlling the absence of classified (closed)
information is recorded in the file config.xml in the node <openscheme>:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<schemelist default="standard.cxml">
<openscheme name="checkopen.cxml" rsc="25t05gopen.rsc"/>
<scheme name="25t05g.cxml" rsc="25t05g.rsc"/>
<scheme name="25t05g.short.cxml" rsc="25t05g.rsc" type="short"/>
...
<scheme name="100t05gopen.short.cxml" rsc="100t05gopen.rsc" type="short"/>
</schemelist>
At the command of an external application (operator Databank), GIS Server can control the list of
SXF files located in a virtual folder or stored in Databank.
Protocols for monitoring information that is prohibited from being displayed on DTM OU, stored in
Databank will be recorded in the folders in which the corresponding SXF files are stored. The control
protocol is formed as a file of format html according to the report template, which is stored in the
installation folder \Program Files\Panorama\GIS Server\control.dot\mapopencheck.htm.
For example:
\SXF\K-38\K-38-005.open.sxf\2019\20190224\K-38-005.open.sxf.open.check.htm
\SXF\K-38\K-38-006.open.sxf\2019\20190224\K-38-006.open.sxf.open.check.htm
The installation includes a scheme checkopen.cxml prepared using the classifier 25t05gopen.rsc.
The scheme can be used for digital topographic maps of various scales, corresponding to the
informational cartographic support.
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Figure 15 - Fragment of the monitoring report on DTM OU performed by GIS Server
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4

REMOTE CONFIGURATION OF THE PROGRAM

4.1 General information about the remote administration program
Toolkit of GIS Administrator is used to define a list of users, a list of data and their properties. The
result of the program is a project that describes the settings used by the software GIS Server. The finished
project file is the file with extension XML. The program GIS Administrator allows you to edit the
configuration file of GIS Server. This module is contained in the file GISAdministrator/admin/admin.php.
To run the remote administrator in the browser in the URL of the line, you must type
http://localhost/GISAdministrator/admin/admin.php. Administration is performed in protected mode
under the protocol https.
4.2 Presetting auxiliary files
The directory GISAdministrator/admin contains the files adminlist.php and pathxml.php.
Before you run them for the first time, you need to configure them. The module adminlist.php
contains a list of administrators. The default adminlist.php contains the administrator with the credentials
shown in Table 5.
Table 5 Group
adminlist

Administrators of the server by default
Login
admin

Password
Admin

To add a new administrator, you must add the administrator to array in the field array with the
password "adminlogin"=>"adminpassword". If there are several administrators in the group adminlist,
then the password-name pairs are separated by commas, for example, "admin1"=>"adminpas1",
"admin2"=>"adminpas2".
The administrator password in the group is stored in a hashed kind in format md5 in upper case, for
example, "admin" => "25E4EE4E9229397B6B17776BFCEAF8E7".
The parameter $ AuthenticationType takes 3 values: 0, 1, and 2.
If the field is 2, then domain authentication (KERBEROS or ActiveDirectory) must be enabled on
the server. In this case, it is not necessary to fill in the password field "admin2"=>"", but the administrator
login must be unique.
If the field is equal to 1, the server must be enabled for system authentication using the web server.
In this case, it is not necessary to fill in the password field "admin2"=>"", but the administrator login
must be unique.
If the field is 0, then system authentication should be disabled and the login and password fields
must be filled in the sequence specified above.
When using the operating system «Astra Linux Special Edition» version 1.3 it is necessary to
perform additionally the following actions.
Add to the administrator's system, on behalf of which the work will be done, and set the password
for it:
#useradd<admin_name>
#passwd<admin_password> .
Run the utility of policy management fly-admin-smc:
#fly-admin-smc.
Select the menu item «Users and groups»/«Users»/«Local users»/<username>. In the tab
«Additional attributes», in the group «Mandatory attributes», set the items «Minimum level» and
«Maximum level».
Important: if the values of the minimum and/or maximum levels do not require changes, then you
must force them to reinstall.
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The file pathxml.php contains the full path to the parameter file gisserver.xml, and the full path to
the root directory of installation GIS Server. In the field pathxml the full path must be set: $pathxml =
"the full path to the parameter file gisserver.xml".
If the field $pathxml is empty, the path to the parameter file GIS Server will be created
automatically. For MS Windows, the path will look like: «C:\ProgramData\Panorama\GIS
Server\gisserver.xml», and for OS Linux (Unix) – «/var/Panorama/gisserver/gisserver.xml».
In the field $gisserverpath it is necessary to point the full path to the directory where it is installed
GIS Server. This is necessary for the execution of the program for formation XSD-scheme from the
classifier RSC when configuring the database connection parameters.
The file include.php contains the configuration of the displayed fields in «Panels of administration»
of GIS Server. Variable $ AdminPanelConfig contains 4 parameters that take the value «yes» or «no».
The parameter DocStorageHide takes 2 values:
1) «yes» – hide tools for working with «Storage of documents»;
2) «no» – show to the administrator the tools for working with «Storage of documents».
The parameter LicenceSettingsHide takes 2 values:
1) «yes» – hide the tools «Configuring the license type»;
2) «no» – show to the administrator the tools «Configuring the license type».
The parameter DBWorkHide takes 2 values:
1) «yes» – hide the tools «Connecting to the data bases»;
2) «no» – show to the administrator the tools «Connecting to the data bases».
The parameter GeoDBHide takes 2 values:
1) «yes» – hide the tools «Databank»;
2) «no» – show to the administrator the tools «Databank».
The parameter USBLicenseSettingsHide takes 2 values:
1) «yes» – hide the tools «Setting the type of license» by USB key;
2) «no» – show to the administrator the tools «Setting the type of license» by USB key.
For the correct operation of the program GIS Administrator under OS MS Windows, the utility
WMIC is required. To check for the utility, open the window «Start» and in the section «Run» enter:
wmic <CR>. If the utility is installed, the window WMIC will open. Otherwise, you must download and
install the program from the site
https://msdn.microsoft.com/ru-ru/library/windows/desktop/aa394531(v=vs.85).aspx.
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Figure 16 - Starting the program WMIC
When configuring a program in OS «Astra Linux Special Edition» it is necessary to grant full
access rights to the directory /GISAdministrator and the directory where the parameter file GISServer is
stored.
For example: chmod –R 777 GISAdministrator.
In OS MS Windows, it is necessary to open the folder property and go to the item «Security».

Figure 17 - Setting rights for access to the folder
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If the group DefaultAppPool is not present, it is necessary to open Manager of Internet Information
Services (IIS) and go to the item Application Pools. It is necessary to make sure that such group exists.

Figure 18 - Setting rights for access
Click the button «Edit» in the window «Properties: GISAdministrator». And in the opened dialog
box, click the button «Add».

Figure 19 - Setting rights for access to the folder
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In the dialog that appears, add the group and click «OK».

Figure 20 - Selecting the group
Select the group in the section Permissions for the group «IIS_IUSRS» and, under the column to set
«Allow» access permissions.

Figure 21 - Setting permissions
Click the button «OK».
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4.3 Starting the remote administration program
When you run the program, you must enter user name and password to access the configuration file
of GIS Server.

Figure 22 - User Authentication
If the administrator name and password are successfully entered, the user can access the main
program window.

Figure 23 - Main window of program GIS Administrator
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4.4

Request of general information about the settings of GIS Server

For general information about the settings of GIS Server, click the button «Information».
In general information about the settings of GIS Server, you can specify the path to the public
classifier's folder (RSC), the port number to connect to GIS Server, and the timeout value that defines the
period of inactivity of the client, after which the connection will be automatically closed. This allows you
to reduce the amount of occupied system resources and increase the productivity of the program.
In the backup options, you can specify the path to the folder in which the backup copies of data will
be accumulated in the form of structured folders, the names of which are formed from the copy date and
the name of the data set. A backup copy can be created after a certain number of map update operations
(creating, updating, deleting objects), with a specified time interval. The backup process can be
performed at certain times of a day.
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Figure 24 - General information about setting
GIS Server allows remote allocation of data sets in the Data bank of digital maps and remote
sensing (see details in paragraph 3.15). To host GIS data sets, the server must connect to the database
PostgreSQL and open the metadata database. The connection is made by the host name, port number and
database name entered in the field «Configure database connection». To connect to DBMS, you must also
specify login and password for accessing the database.
When data sets are placed in the Data bank of digital maps and remote sensing, corrections are
made for the existence of vector maps, images and matrices. Schema updates are performed by
connecting an application task to GIS Server with a user name that has access to aliases of charts for the
presence of maps, snapshots and matrices. The user name of GIS Server must be selected when entering
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the connection parameters to the Data bank of digital maps and remote sensing. The selected user should
have the rights to edit the data having aliases: «t_md_map», «t_md_image», «t_md_matrix» – for
updating the charts for the presence of maps, snapshots and matrices, respectively.
Remote deployment is performed at the user command of the desktop application GIS Panorama,
GIS Operator and others, if the user has rights for this operation. Datasets are copied from the client to the
server and temporarily placed in the working folder, the path to which is specified in the settings for
connecting to the Data bank of digital maps and remote sensing. Upon completion of copying all data and
the list of uploaded data in format XML (automatically generated by the client), an application task is
started for incoming control and data placement in the Data bank of digital maps and remote sensing. The
uploaded data are deleted from the working folder.
To save the entered parameters, you must click the button «Change».
4.5

Editing or adding the new user

For information about users, click the button
.
Users of the system can be entered in the list of users with login and password. The password is
stored in the parameter file in coded form using the algorithm MD5.

Figure 25 - Entering authorization parameters
The password for the user is assigned by the administrator when adding or editing the user list and it
is recorded to the project file in coded form.
To access data without a password in the group «GUESTS», you can create a user «GUESTS» with
a blank password. All data assigned to this group will be publicly available. You can’t delete this user.
To change the user's parameters, click on the field «Change» in the line with the login of the
selected user. In the dialog that appears, you can change the user's login, password, and transfer it to
another group.
The administrator can assign additional groups to the user. For these users, their group information
and additional group data are available. Access rights for data included in several groups are summarized.
User authentication can be performed using the operating system of security system (Active
Directory). To do this, you must tick the box in the Windows authentication field and select the user or
group of users. The fields «Identifier» and «Domain» will be filled automatically. After that, you need to
select a group for the user.
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Figure 26 - The parameters entering of Windows authentication
Information is saved when you click the button «Edit».
To delete a user, click on the field «Delete» in the line with the login of the selected user. Adding

the user happens when the button is clicked

.

Figure 27 - Editing the list of users
4.6

Editing or adding the new user group

For group information, click the button «Groups»
.
To change the group name, click on the field «Change» in the line with the selected group.
To delete a group, click on the field «Delete group» in the row with the selected group.
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To add a group, click the button «Add a group»
unique.

. The group name must be

Figure 28 - Editing the user groups
To dial and edit the data entering the group, the user must click on the field «Change data» in the
row with the selected group.
The window that appears contains a list of the data that is allowed to be used. When selecting a line
in the data list, the user can view the data alias, the path and the type of data protection: reading, editing,
copying, prohibiting printing and disabling offline browsing, encoding data during the transfer, the ability
to edit the classifier. To change the protection type of the selected data, put or remove the corresponding
checkboxes. The changes are saved when the button «Save data» is pressed.
Data protection mechanisms are described in paragraph 3.10 of this document «Administrator
guide».
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Figure 29 - Changing the data protection
The data is deleted when the button «Delete data» is pressed. To add the new data, click the button
«Add data».

Figure 30 - Selecting the allowed data for the group
Data is divided into tabs by type. The data that is already selected for this group and the comments
are displayed in gray. Data that does not belong to any of the groups is highlighted in blue. Multiple
selection of data for a group can be performed. After selecting, you have to click the button «Add».
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4.7 Editing and adding data
To edit and add data, click one of the icons with the selected data type:

In the appeared window, the data tree of the selected type will be displayed.

Figure 31 - Editing the list of maps
Data can be added, changed and deleted. When changing the data, the user can correct the data
alias. When adding data, the user must specify the data path, the unique alias, and select the data type. For
maps with the extension SITX, the user can enter a password.
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Figure 32 - Adding the new map

Figure 33 - Adding the new virtual folder

Figure 34 - Adding a map from another GIS Server
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4.8 Connecting to the spatial data bases managed by DBMS
The file DBM contains the parameters for creating and filling in a digital vector map, in the form of
which spatial data from the database will be displayed (table, view, or the result of the query SQL).

Figure 35 - Adding a new spatial database
Parameters are divided into groups. The map identifier is generated automatically when creating a
new file XML.
The detailed description of parameters DBM-file is specified in paragraph 3.18.8
«Configuring the settings for representing the spatial data base on the server GIS».
The classifier of the map is selected by the user from existing classifiers and recorded in the folder
where the edited DMB file is located. Unconfirmed data is highlighted in red.
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Figure 36 - Editing the parameters of the spatial database representation
The connection name is selected from the list of GIS Server connections. If you need to add a new
connection to the database, you must click on the button «Add connection to the database», and in the
dialog that appears, set the parameters for the new connection. When choosing the connection, an attempt
is made to open the specified database, it is checked the presence of the specified tables and fields. For
tables and fields not found, names are highlighted in red.
For each set of parameters in the file DBM, it is necessary to specify the database table or enter the
text of the query SQL. According to the specified table or as a result of executing the SQL query, field
lists are filled. It is obligatory to indicate «Unique identifier field» and «Metric field». If there is no
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connection, then the field names can be entered manually. The user can also specify «Caption text field».
Caption text field is specified for objects of the type «caption». If this field is indicated and there is a
value in this field, then the object will be created on the map as a caption, and the value of the field will
be set as its text.
The appearance of the map object can be assigned uniform for the entire table or determined for
each record personally by the code or key of the classifier. The user can specify «Field of object code» or
«Field of object key». The appearance of objects can be assigned by default by the code and localization
of the object or by key. These values are selected from the classifier or can be entered manually.
Each map object can be assigned semantics and populated from the original data set. To do this, you
must configure the correspondence of the fields of the original data set and the semantics of objects on the
map. If the user (operator) sets the flag «Match automatically (by name)», when creating an object, it will
be assigned characteristics for which the field name matches the classifier semantics key. Also,
compliance can be specified directly. For this, the user (operator) can indicate a couple: the table field and
the classifier semantics, filling out the correspondence table for semantics.
The alias of the file DBM must be unique among all aliases of various data sources in GIS Server.
The parameters for connecting to the database (host, port, login, password, and others) are specified
in the program operation file GIS Server - gisserver.xml, which provides a higher degree of protection for
this information.
A connection can be made by the database name, host name, and port number. To connect, you
must select DBMS, and specify the login and password for accessing the database in the settings.

Figure 37 - Working with lists of connection parameters

Figure 38 - Adding a new connection to the database
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The set of connection parameters must have a unique name. To create a new connection, you must
click on the button «Add a connection to database», fill in the specified fields and save the parameters.
4.9

Connections to external GIS Servers

To view the list of available servers to which the managed GIS Server can connect,
click the button «List of servers».
In the window «List of servers», it is displayed a list of hosts and used data of the selected GIS
Server.

Figure 39 - List of servers
To add a new connection to the external GIS Server, it is necessary to click the button «Add», fill in
the specified fields and save the connection.
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Figure 40 - Adding a new connection to GIS Servers
To use Windows authorization when connecting to other GIS Servers, you need to run the
application GIS Server from the account of Windows. To start the application GIS Server from the
account of Windows, it is necessary to open «Windows Services» and to find the application «Panorama
GIS Server».

Figure 41 - Windows Services
Then double-click the left mouse button to open the application «Properties» and go to the tab
«Login». It is necessary to select item «With account» and fill in the fields. Then you need to click the
button «OK».
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Figure 42 - Running the application GIS Server with the account
In order to start GIS Server with the account of Windows, it is necessary to restart the application of
GIS Server in the section Windows Services.
To edit the connection to an external GIS Server, select the server in the list of servers and click the
button «Edit».
To remove the connection to an external GIS Server, select the server in the list of servers and click
the button «Delete».
When editing or deleting of connection, all layers that are related to this connection (server) will be
automatically deleted.
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Figure 43 - Selecting data from other GIS Servers

Figure 44 - Adding data from other GIS Servers
To pre-select data from the external GIS Server, you need to go to the section «Maps», «Rasters»,
«Matrices» or «Atlases», select the item «Data from GIS Servers» and click the button «Add». In the
window that opens, click the button «Select». From the list of GIS Servers, you need to select the desired
connection, and in the data list, select the desired layer and click the button «Select».
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Figure 45 - Selecting data from a data list
4.10 Viewing the status GIS Server

To view the current state of GIS Server, it is necessary to click the button «Status of
GIS Server».
In the window that opens, it is displayed the current list of connected users and the opened them
data.
To update the information on the state of GIS Server, click on the button «Update».
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Figure 46 - View the status of GIS Server
4.11 Viewing the log GIS Server

To view the log GIS Server, click the button «Viewing Log».
In the opened window, the latest operations of GIS Server are displayed. From the list of logs, you
can select logs by month and by year. A separate log is formed for each month.
The current log for viewing is divided into pages. You can go to other pages using the navigation
buttons.
To save the log file on the computer from which administration is performed, click the button
«Download log file».
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Figure 47 - Viewing the log
To delete old logs, click the button «Delete the old files of log». In the window that opens, select
the deleted log files and click on the button «Delete».

Figure 48 - Deleting the old files of logs
4.12 Localization of interface for the remote administration program
To localize the interface of the GIS Server remote administration program, xml format localization
files are used, which are located in the directory \ProgramData\Panorama\GIS Server\locale\locale.
The localization file contains service macros for the following purposes:
%|HashCode|% – it is used in the code to replace the value of the word that is obtained while the
script is running.
%|HashCodeTimer|% – it is used in the code as a timer value.
%|LineFeed|% – it is used in the code as a line feed.
&laque; – it is used in the code as a left quote («).
&raque; – it is used in the code as a right quote (»).
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The localization file contains the following sections.
LangName node – sets the name of the localization language of the program interface, which will
appear in the list of languages in the application. It must be translated into a public language for program
administrators.
LangType node – sets international language codes. Be sure to match the name of the localization
file and consist of the international language code in lowercase, underscore and international language
code in upper case. For example: for Russian language - ru_RU.
ProgrammName node – sets the name of the program for remote administration of GIS Server. It
must be translated into a public language.
New localization files must be saved in the directory «./locale/», located in the same directory in
which it is stored the file of settings GIS Server. After saving a new file, you need to open the program of
remote administration GIS Server, in a browser window and in the information section GIS Server check
the availability of a new language for selection.
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Figure 49 - General information about the settings
4.13 Configuring the license type

To configure the type of license for GIS Server, click the button «Configure the type
of license».
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GIS Server can run when installing one of the following licenses:
 fixed hardware license (USB key);
 fixed software license (registration key);
 floating (network) hardware license (USB key).
Fixed hardware license implies the presence of a dongle USB at each workstation: standard
Guardant dongle or Guardant micro dongle. The key must be connected to the USB port on the
workstation from which GIS Server is launched.
Floating (network) hardware license assumes that there is one USB dongle and a license server in
the local network, which allows you to simultaneously perform a paid number of copies for applications
on any computers by connecting in turn. When using a floating license, Guardant Net key must be
installed on a workstation in the local network on which the license server is installed. Otherwise, the
server (as well as the client Guardant Net) will not be able to detect the key.
Fixed software license involves binding the service to computer settings based on registration data
registered by email.

Figure 50 - Configuring the type of license
When using the floating license, in the window for setting the type of license, you must enter IP
address of the computer on which the license server and USB key are installed.
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Figure 51 - Configuring the type of license
4.13.1 Procedure for registering a license of the registration key type
When using the fixed software license, you must register a registration key. To do this, click on the
button «Registration» in the window for setting the type of license.

Figure 52 - Configuring the type of license
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In the field «Registration key», you must enter the code from the license agreement for software
with the fixed license (registration key) after payment.
In the field «Email address for receiving activation file» you must specify the email address of the
client.

Figure 53 - Creating a registration file
After filling in the fields, it is necessary to click on the button «Registration» and send the
registration file to the email address panorama@gisinfo.ru.

Figure 54 - Obtaining the registration file
4.13.2 Procedure for activating a license of the registration key type
To activate the license such type as a registration key, it is necessary to click the button
«Activation» in the window for setting the type of license.
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Figure 55 - Configuring the type of license
Then, in the explorer, select the file with the extension LIC received by e-mail after registering the
registration key.

Figure 56 - Selecting the activation file
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Figure 57 - Running the license activation
To complete the procedure, click on the button «Activation». Upon successful activation, the
activation message appears and information about the license number.

Figure 58 - Completion of the license activation
4.14 Installing and configuring the remote administration program
4.14.1 Installing and configuring Apache web server
To install Apache web server on Windows, download the distribution Apache as an installer for MS
Windows from http://www.apache.org/.
For example: httpd-2.2.18-win32-x86-nossl-r2.msi.
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Figure 59 - The installing panel Apache
Run the installer Apache. Click the button «Next» in the dialog that appears. Accept the license and
click «Next».
If there is no registered domain, then you need to set the data set for the local server and click on the
button «Next».
Select «Typical» installation type and click the button «Next». Press the button «Change...» to
change the installation path.
For example: D:\server\apache\
Click «OK», then «Next». Click the button «Install». Click the button «Finish».
To verify the server's health, open a web browser and specify the address: http://127.0.0.1/ or
http://localhost/ and press the button «Enter». A page with the message «It works!» - it indicates that the
server is running.
To configure PHP, you must configure the configuration file httpd.conf:
1) Call the control panel of the server by double clicking on its icon and pressing the button
«STOP».
2) Open the file for editing httpd.conf.
3) Add the line ServerRoot.

Figure 60 - Configuring the configuration file Apache
4) Add the line DocumentRoot.
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Figure 61 - Configuring the configuration file Apache
5) Edit the line DirectoryIndex.

Figure 62 - Configuring the configuration file Apache
6) Edit the node Directory.
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Figure 63 - Configuring the configuration file Apache
7) Save the modified file and start the server.
To install PHP on Windows, download the distribution PHP in the form of the installer for
MS Windows from http://www.php.net/.
For example: php-5.2.16-Win32-VC6-x86.zip.
8) Run the installer PHP and click the button «Next».
9) Accept the license and click the button «Next».
10) Click «Browse ... » and select the directory to install. For example, the directory: D:\server\php.
11) Click the button «OK», then the button «Next».
12) Select «Apache2.2.xModule», click the button «Next».
13) Click the button «Browse ... » and select the folder with configuration files the Apache.
For example, the folder: D:\server\apache\conf.
14) Click the button «OK», then the button «Next».
15) Click the button «Next».
16) When the interpreter PHP is installed, click the button «Finish».
To configure the interpreter PHP, you must do the following:
1) Edit the section «PathsandDirectories».
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Figure 64 - Configuring the configuration file PHP. Step1
2) Edit the section «DynamicExtensions».

Figure 65 - Configuring the configuration file PHP. Step 2
3) Save the modified file.
To test php functionality, create a file D:\server\www\index.php with the following content:
<?php
echo phpinfo();
?>
In the browser, type: «http://127.0.0.1» or «http://localhost/». If everything is configured correctly,
the following picture will be displayed in the browser.
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Figure 66 - PHP settings
4) Check for COM class connection in the interpreter PHP in MS Windows. To check, it is necessary
to open the information page about PHP and to find the section com_dotnet.

Figure 67 - PHP settings
If the partition is missing, you need to open the folder php/ext and to find the file
php_com_dotnet.dll. If the file is missing, then download it from the site http: //www/php.net and add it
to the folder php/ext.
After opening the settings file PHP and in the section «DynamicExtensions» add the line
extension=php_com_dotnet.dll and to save the settings file PHP. After adding, re-verify the presence of
the class COM. The section should be added, as shown in the figure above.
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4.14.1.1 Configuring Digest authentication on Apache web server
To configure Digest authentication on web server the Apache, you have to:
1) Open the file httpd.conf.
2) Comment out the line LoadModule auth_basic_module modules/mod_auth_basic.so.
3) Uncomment the line LoadModule auth_digest_module modules/mod_auth_digest.so.

Figure 68 - Adjusting the string LoadModule
4) If Digest authorization is to be performed on all applications, add the entry in the node
Directory:

Figure 69 - Adding the record
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5) If it is necessary to use Digest authorization only on a specific directory, create the node
Directory.

Figure 70 - Adding the node Directory
Satisfy all – It means that the above settings will work in the directory and in the subdirectories
AuthType Digest – It is a type of authorization.
AuthName – It is a title of the authorization window.
AuthUserFile – It contains a path to the list of users.
6) Save the file httpd.conf.
4.14.1.2 Creating the file with passwords
The password file is created using the standard utility htdigest:
htdigest -c [path to the password file] [secret domain name] [username]
The key -c the option is specified if it is necessary to create a new file, and the mandatory argument
[secret area name] – it is the name of the secret area that will be specified in the directive AuthName.
htdigest -c D:\server\Apache\htdocs\GISAdministrator\.htdigestpasswd GISAdministrator admin
After running the command, it is necessary to enter the password and confirm it.
The result is a file – D:\server\Apache\htdocs\GISAdministrator\.htdigestpasswd, containing
passwords of the form:
admin:GISAdministrator: af740ee768c4096520f940eae36c0fa2
The hash is considered by the algorithm MD5.
After all settings, you must restart the web server.
4.14.2 Configuring IIS web server with the module FastCGI
IIS7 on MS Windows Server 2008 and MS Windows Vista Service Pack 1, the module FastCGI has
already enabled. It only needs to be connected in the settings. To do this, in ОС MS Windows Vista open
ControlPanel -> Programs and select «Turn Windows Features on or off» or Start - Programs and
Features - Turn Windows features on or off.
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Figure 71 - Configuring FastCGI
After that you need to check (tick) in the menu IIS: «Internet Information Services – World Wide
Web Services – Application Development Features – CGI». It will be installed the support for CGI and
FastCGI.

Figure 72 - Configuring FastCGI
On Windows Server 2008, select the checkbox (tick) in the field «Manager – Roles – Add Role
Services – Web Server – Application Development – CGI».
To configure the configuration IIS7, you must do the following:
Open IIS Manager, select the node (server) for which you want to configure support PHP.
Then, choose Handler Mappings.
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Figure 73 - Configuring IIS

Figure 74 - Configuring IIS
Select the link Add Module Mapping on the page Handler Mappings and to populate the window
with the following values:
Request path: *.php (processing all files with extension PHP)
Module: FastCgiModule (module FastCGI)
Executable: C:\Web\PHP\php-cgi.exe (path to PHP)
Name: PHP (name for convenience)
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Figure 75 - Configuring IIS
After adding this setting, a window will appear asking you to register the application FastCGI for
this handler. Confirm the settings. The actions described above led to the creation of the following file
web.config in the directory PhpSites:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<configuration>
<system.webServer>
<handlers>
<add name="PHP" path="*.php" verb="*"
modules="FastCgiModule" scriptProcessor="C:\PHP\php-cgi.exe"
resourceType="Unspecified" />
</handlers>
</system.webServer>
</configuration>
In the directory of the node for which PHP has been configured, we create a file
index.php:
<?php
echo phpinfo();
?>
It is possible to address this file via the request HTTP.
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Figure 76 - Testing PHP
For use with FastCGI, it is recommended to install a version PHP without thread safety control,
since the module FastCGI itself ensures that execution occurs in one thread and support for thread safety
control in PHP itself introduces unnecessary checks and locks that result in a significant performance
drop. Therefore, choose Non-thread-safeWin32 binaries.
Download and deploy the archive from PHP, for example, to the directory C:\PHP.
As a basic configuration, it is better to use the recommended settings. Create a copy of the file
php.ini-recommended in php.ini in the same directory, open it for editing.
open_basedir – it is a directory where PHP applications are hosted.
Specifying a directory will restrict access rights for PHP files only applications in this directory. It
is convenient to override this setting in configuration files specifically for each app, but it will not hurt to
set this setting to specify the root directory for all PHP applications
cgi.force_redirect= 0
The default is 1, but it must be set to 0, since IIS controls the security of PHP execution, and this
setting is not necessary. Moreover, inclusion can lead to unexpected results. When used with other web
servers on Windows, this setting must be enabled.
cgi.fix_pathinfo = 1
PHP will set the file name in the variable SCRIPT_FILENAME, if set to 0, the file name will be in
the variable PATH_TRANSLATED, which can break compatibility with most applications.
fastcgi.impersonate = 1
FastCGI allows the process to be impersonated using the context of the client invoking the process.
This mechanism works only under FastCGI/IIS, for example, on Apache, on Windows it will not work.
The FastCGI module for IIS can perform the role of issuing security keys for client calls. This allows IIS
to define the security context for the queries that are running.
short_open_tag = On
Most applications use short <? ?>, so it will not be superfluous to include their support.
display_errors = On
While checking and debugging applications PHP on FastCGI, you should include the output of
error messages.
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In the section «Paths and Directories», configure extension_dir = "С:\PHP\ext" - the path to the
extension libraries.
fastcgi.impersonate = 1 – permission to work with the file system (files creating).
В разделе «Dynamic Extensions» specify dll:
extension=php_gd2.dll
extension=php_mbstring.dll
extension=php_pgsql.dll
extension=php_oci8_11g.dll
extension=php_sockets.dll
extension=php_xmlrpc.dll
After completing the adjustment of the file php.ini, it is necessary to verify that the following
sections are not duplicated in the file php.ini and delete the copies if any:
;[PHP_GD2]
;extension=php_gd2.dll
;[PHP_MBSTRING]
;extension=php_mbstring.dll
[PHP_PGSQL]
;extension=php_pgsql.dll
[PHP_OCI8_11G]
;extension=php_oci8_11g.dll
[PHP_SOCKETS]
;extension=php_sockets.dll
[PHP_XMLRPC]
;extension=php_xmlrpc.dll
In section «Module Settings»
date.timezone = «Europe/Moscow»
Check for connection COM class in PHP interpreter in MS Windows. To check, open the page PHP
information and find the section com_dotnet.
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Figure 77 - PHP settings
If the partition is missing, you need to open the folder php/ext and to find the file
php_com_dotnet.dll. If the file is missing, then download it from the site http://www/php.net and to add it
to the folder php/ext.
After opening the settings file PHP and in the section «DynamicExtensions», add the line
extension=php_com_dotnet.dll and save the settings file PHP. After adding, re-verify the presence of
COM class. A section should be added, as shown in the figure above.
To configure the virtual directory GISAdministrator, you must open IIS Manager, select the node
(for example, Default Web Site). Create a virtual directory GISAdministrator in it, pointing to the
directory
with
the
file
admin.php
(for
example,
c:\Program
Files\Panorama\GIS
Server.En\GISAdministrator).
For remote administration of the program GIS Server, you must enter URL in the browser:
http://localhost/GISAdministrator/admin.php. Instead of localhost, you must specify the name of the
server on which GIS Server is installed.

Figure 78 - Adding a virtual directory
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4.14.3 Installing and configuring Nginx server and PHP interpreter
To begin with, it is recommended in the root of the system disk to create a directory nginx (for
example, c:\nginx\), and in it a subdirectory of php. The best link works when all the main components
are in the same directory. The interpreter PHP is installed in the directory php.
To run the administration program under the control of the web server nginx, you must download
the following components:
Nginx - web-server can be downloaded from the site http://nginx.org/ru/download.html.
PHP - PHP distribution can be downloaded from the site http://www.php.net/ in the version of
Thread Safe and as an installer (*.msi) for MS Windows.
For example: php-5.3.3-Win32-VC9-x86.msi.
RunHiddenConsole – it can be downloaded from the site.
http://redmine.lighttpd.net/attachments/660/RunHiddenConsole.zip.
To install the server Nginx, unzip the archive nginx in the created directory, for example, c:\nginx\.
To install the interpreter PHP, run the installer PHP and click «Next». Accept the license and click
the button «Next».
Execute the following:
1) Click «Browse...» and select the directory to install. For example, the directory: c:\nginx\php.
2) Click «OK», then «Next».
3) Select «OtherCGI» and click the button «Next».

Figure 79 - Installing PHP on nginx
4) If the items ScriptExecutable and Extras are not active, click the arrow in front of the item and
select «Entire feature will be in stalled on local hard drive».
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Figure 80 - Installing PHP on nginx
5) After activation, open the item Extensions with a double click of the left mouse button and
make sure that the subitems GD2, MBString, PostgreSQL, Oracle, Sockets and XML-RPC are
active. If they are inactive, activate the above way.
6) Click the button «Next», then «Install».
7) When the interpreter PHP is installed, click the button «Finish».
To install RunHiddenConsole.exe, unzip the archive RunHiddenConsole.zip into the directory
c:\nginx\.
After running PHP-cgi.exe, it will listen for connections in the command window. To hide this
window, use the utility RunHiddenConsole.exe.
To create scripts to start and stop the server Nginx, prepare the following files in the directory
c:\nginx\ 2 files: start.cmd and stop.cmd, which are used to start and stop the server.
Open the text editor and for start.cmd add the text.
@echo off
echo Starting servers
set PHP_FCGI_MAX_REQUESTS=0
set SRVPATH=C:\nginx
start /D%SRVPATH% nginx.exe
%SRVPATH%\RunHiddenConsole.exe %SRVPATH%\php1\php-cgi.exe -b 127.0.0.1:9000 -c
%SRVPATH%/php1/php.ini.
Click the button «File». In the text editor, select «Save As». In the window that opens, change the
item «Type file» to Batchfile. In the item «File name» type start.cmd and click the button «Save».
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Figure 81 - Creating files of server startup
For stop.cmd, follow the same steps and save the following script:
@echo off
echo Shutting down servers
taskkill /IM nginx.exe /F
taskkill /IM php-cgi.exe /F
exit
If you changed the path from the standard с:\nginx\ to something else, make the appropriate edits to
the scripts.
If you want to run the server nginx + php when the system boots, add the task to auto-start the script
start.cmd using «Assigned Windows Task».
To configure the server Nginx, follow these steps:
1) Open the file c:\nginx\conf\nginx.conf in a text editor.
2) Change the line:
worker_processes 1.
3) Instead of 1, indicate the number of processor cores.
4) Remove the comment symbol (grid) from the line:
error_log logs/error.log;
This will enable the error log entry in the file error.log, which is located in the directory
c:\nginx\logs\.
5) Change the value of the directive server {} for the server nginx.
server {
listen 80 default;
server_name localhost;
server_tokens off;
location / {
root html;
index index.html index.htm index.php;
}
# redirect server error pages to the static page /50x.html
error_page 500 502 503 504 /50x.html;
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location = /50x.html {
root html;
}
# pass the PHP scripts to FastCGI server listening on 127.0.0.1:9000
#
location ~ \.php$ {
root
html;
fastcgi_pass 127.0.0.1:9000;
fastcgi_index index.php;
fastcgi_param SCRIPT_FILENAME html/$fastcgi_script_name;
include
fastcgi_params;
}
}
To test the functionality of the server Nginx and the interpreter PHP, you have to do the following:
1) Start the server and create a file named test.php in the directory C:\nginx\html\ the file test.php
with the following content:
<?php
phpinfo();
?>
2) Open this file in the browser at address http://localhost/test.php. If everything is configured
correctly, the following picture will be displayed in the browser.

Figure 82 - Testing PHP
3) Check for COM class connection in the interpreter PHP in MS Windows. To check, open the
information page PHP and to find the section com_dotnet.
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Figure 83 - PHP settings
4) If the partition is missing, it is necessary to open the folder php/ext and to find the file
php_com_dotnet.dll. If the file is missing, then download it from the site http://www/php.net
and to add it to the folder php/ext.
5) After opening the settings file PHP and in the section «DynamicExtensions», add the line
extension=php_com_dotnet.dll and save the settings file PHP. After adding, re-verify the
presence of COM class. A section should be added, as shown in the figure above.
4.14.4 Installing Oracle client and configuring PHP interpreter
To install the client libraries of database Oracle, it is necessary to download the archive at:
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/database/features/instant-client/index-097480.html. From the list of
archives it is necessary to select the archive that corresponds to the operating system used and the bit
depth of the interpreter PHP.
For OS MS Windows, it is necessary to select the archive Instant Client for Microsoft Windows
(x64) or Instant Client for Microsoft Windows (32-bit). To find the bit depth of the interpreter PHP, you
need to open the file in a browser window at http: //localhost/test.php and to find the line Architecture in
the table.

Figure 84 - PHP settings
Depending on the version of the archive, it is necessary to create a working directory. For the
version x64, in the directory C:\Program Files, you need to create the directory Oracle and create the
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directory DataBaseClientX64 in it. For the version x32, in the directory C:\Program Files (X86), you need
to create the directory Oracle and to create the directory DataBaseClientX32 in it. In the created directory,
you need to unzip the archive. The example result is shown in the following figure.

Figure 85 - Oracle settings
To add client libraries Oracle to the environment of PHP interpreter, you need to find the icon
«Computer» on the desktop and to click the right mouse button. From the list, select «Property» and click
the left mouse button.

Figure 86 - Properties of Windows
In the window that opens, you need to find the section «Advanced system settings», click the left
mouse button, select the section «Advanced» and click on the button «Environment variables».
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Figure 87 - Properties of system Windows
In the window that opens, select the section «System variables», select the line «Path» in the list
below and click on the button «Change».

Figure 88 - Windows environment variables
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In the field «Variable value», add the path to the client libraries Oracle. The paths in the field
«Variable value» are separated by a semicolon «;». To avoid errors, the previous path must be closed with
the character of backslash «\».

Figure 89 - Windows environment variables
After editing is completed, click «OK» in all open windows to save information and close dialog
boxes.
To check the connection between the interpreter PHP and the client libraries Oracle, open the PHP
information page in the browser window at http://localhost/test.php. Find the section «Environment» and
in the table below find the line «Path» and make sure that all the settings take effect.
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Figure 90 - PHP settings
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5

CHECKING THE PROGRAM

5.1 Checking the main functionality of the program
The program is checked in the sequence written in the document «Program and test procedure»
PARB.00049-01 51 01 EN – the main functions of the program are checked:
1) creation and use of the hierarchical structure for the database of digital maps, which has levels:
area of work, map sheets, a layer of objects, individual objects of the terrain;
2) editing the content of the digital map database using the graphical user interface: creating a new
one, updating, deleting, copying and restoring the map objects;
3) visualization of the contents for the database in conventional signs adopted for topographic,
survey-geographic, cadastral and other types of maps;
4) support for standard classification systems, object coding and their characteristics;
5) support for custom symbols, strings, objects and their characteristics;
6) execution of settlement operations: determination of area, length, perimeter, construction of
buffer zones, profiles;
7) output to external print devices of the digital map image in the accepted conventional signs;
support for vector and raster printing devices, color, and black and white; Changing the
composition of objects and the scale of the map when printing.
The program is tested in the conditions of application for the chosen variant of the technical
solution, justified by the estimation of the performance for data editing with different methods of access
to data.
5.2

Verification of work with the spatial data bases

5.2.1 General provisions
Checking the operation of the program with spatial databases is carried out in the following
directions:
1) checking the functionality of setting parameters for connecting to a spatial database and
processing the results of data sampling in a remote administration program (web application);
2) checking the connection to the spatial database and obtaining a cartographic representation of
the configured data sample;
3) checking the possibility of editing information in a spatial database by the clients of GIS Server;
4) verification of logging for operations related to working with spatial databases;
5) checking the completeness of documenting the functionality and the work process.
Verification can be performed using the project of settings for working with a spatial database,
included in the program as the example. Or by creating and filling out such parameters from scratch.
To verify the operation of GIS Server with spatial databases, a client desktop application is also
required. The verification description will be shown in the example of connecting to GIS Server using
GIS Panorama.
5.2.2 Preparing the example for verification
The example included in the installation of the program is a set of spatial layers in the form of DBM
files (for a description of the file structure, see Appendix 3), RSC digital classifier, matrix of elevation
MTW, and a project MPT that combines all the spatial layers of the example.
The example demonstrates the ability to connect GIS Server to an external data source in the form
of PostgreSQL spatial database (with the option PostGIS). Different DBM files demonstrate different
options for selecting data, setting the correspondence of the fields of the obtained data set to the semantics
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of objects on the map, and setting conventional symbols. It also demonstrates the ability to apply captions
to a map (see geosample_text.dbm).
After installing the program, the directory with the example will be located in the following path:
\Users\Public\Documents\Panorama\GIS Server\Example.
Next, using the administration program, add a new connection with the name «gis-lab.info» to the
list of GIS Server connection parameters and configure it in accordance with the instructions given in the
file readme.txt located in the example directory.
Then, also using the administration program, you should configure user access to the sample data.
5.2.3

Procedure for checking the program of remote administration GIS Administrator

5.2.3.1 Checking settings of the connection to data base
Run the remote administration program GIS Administrator.
When starting the program, it is necessary to enter a username and a password to access the file
configuration GIS Server (admin - admin).

Figure 91 - Creating a new connection
Go to the tab «Connection to data bases» and add a new connection using the button «Add
connection to data base».
Fill in the connection parameters, set the connection name «gis-lab.info» and configure it in
accordance with the instructions given in the file readme.txt located in the example directory.
Keep in mind that the parameters can be changed over time by the site owner, so if you have
difficulty connecting, it is necessary to specify the parameters directly on the site www.gis-lab.info.
Save the configured connection with the button «Add».
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Figure 92 - Creating a new connection
The check is considered complete, if upon restarting the program GIS Administrator, the created
connection is present in the list of connection parameters and it has the parameters entered earlier.

Figure 93 - Validation of saving connection parameters
5.2.3.2 Verify adding the existing DBM and assigning the access rights to it
Run the remote administration program GIS Administrator.
Go to the tab «Maps», select the section to be added. Add the section «Spatial data base» («Spatial
DB»), create a subsection «By layers» in it.
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Figure 94 - Editing the list of maps
Place the cursor on the newly added subsection, select the add «Spatial DB», click the button
«Add».

Figure 95 - Adding a new spatial database
In the file open dialog go to the directory «c:\Users\Public\Documents\Panorama\GIS
Server\Example\»,
select the first file *.dbm, click the button «Select».
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Figure 96 - Adding the existing files with settings for spatial DB
Add the remaining files *.dbm in the same way.
Recommended aliases for DBM maps:
 geosample_admin.dbm
– Administrative boundaries;
 geosample_city.dbm
– Settlements;
 geosample_ecoreg.dbm
– Thematic layers: Ecoregions;
 geosample_hydro.dbm
– Hydrography;
 geosample_oopt.dbm
– Thematic layers: protected areas;
 geosample_poi.dbm
– POI point features;
 geosample_railways.dbm
– Railways;
 geosample_roads.dbm
– Road network;
 geosample_soils.dbm
– Thematic layers: Soils;
 geosample_veg.dbm
– Thematic layers: Vegetation;
 geosample_text.dbm
– Captions.
Next, assign authority to the members of any group for users of GIS Server (for example, Group 1)
to access newly added data.

Figure 97 - Adding spatial DB views to the list of data available to the user group
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Figure 98 - Assignment of permissions for the group of users to access spatial DB views
The check is considered completed, if upon restarting GIS Administrator, all previously saved
DBMs are correctly displayed and they have all the permissions set for them in the group of users Group
1.
Also, for verification, it is necessary to start GIS Panorama, connect to GIS Server on behalf of any
user in the above group (for example, as user User1, password 1). The check is considered completed, if
the list of data available to the user contains aliases corresponding to the files DBM added earlier in GIS
Administrator.
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Figure 99 - Checking the granted permissions on the client
5.2.3.3 Verify the creation of a new DBM
Run the remote administration program GIS Administrator.
Go to the tab «Maps», select the section to be added. Add the section «Spatial data base» («Spatial
DB»), create a subsection «By layers» in it.
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Figure 100 -

Editing the list of maps

Place the cursor on the newly added subsection, select the add «Spatial data base» («Spatial DB»),
click the button «Add».

Figure 101 -

Adding a new spatial DB

In the dialog that appears, click the button «Create».
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Figure 102 -

Creating a new file of the parameters for presenting information from a spatial database

In the settings dialog for the presentation of the spatial database that will appear, complete the
following:
 «Map name» - with arbitrary values;
 «Map classifier» - select any RSC (recommended geosample.rsc);
 «Scale» - 1:25 000;
 «Coordinate system» - WGS84 (4326);
 from the drop-down list «Connection name» select the connection «gis-lab.info»;
 in the section «Data selection», specify the type of selection – «Table» or «SQL query» and,
respectively: either select a table from the drop-down list (for example, «public.poi-osm»), or
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specify the text SQL query yourself (for example, «SELECT * FROM "public"."poi-osm"
WHERE category='Auto'»);
from the drop-down lists, select the names «Unique identifier fields» (gid) and «Metric fields»
(the_geom);
in «Caption text field», select the field with the caption text if objects of the type «Caption» are
applied (for the sample data selected from the table poi-osm specified as an example, leave this
field empty);
choose the method of installing the symbol - according to «Object code» or «Object key»;
since the tables in the geosample database do not have fields containing keys or codes from the
classifier RSC, the parameters «Object code field» and «Object key field» should be left blank;
assign a classification code or a key (depending on the chosen method of setting a symbol) - to
select data from the table «poi-osm», specify either the key poi-osm or the point object code 80001001 (other localization codes can be specified arbitrarily, or system codes);
select the option «Match semantics automatically by name»;
assign semanics to the fields of the data set manually (for the table «poi-osm» match the field
«type» to the semantics with the key «POI_TYPE»).

Click the button «Save».
Next, assign authority to the members of any group users GIS Server (for example, Group 1) to
access the added data.

Figure 103 -

Adding the created representation of the spatial database to the list of data for the user
group of GIS Server

Save settings and close GIS Administrator.
The check is considered completed, if upon restarting GIS Administrator, all previously saved
parameters of the new DBM are correctly displayed and the permissions set previously in the user group
are set for it (Group 1).
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Figure 104 -

Verification of the granted permissions on the client

Also, for verification, it is necessary to run GIS Panorama, connect to GIS Server on behalf of any
user who is in the above group (for example, as user User1, password 1). The check is considered
completed if the list of data available to the user contains aliases corresponding to DBM created in GIS
Administrator.
5.2.4

Checking the connection to the spatial data base and obtaining a cartographic view of the
configured selection for data

5.2.4.1 Obtaining the separate layers of the spatial data base
The check is performed taking into account the settings made at the stage of checking the
administration tools (see p. 5.2.3 or p. 4.8).
Run GIS Panorama, connect to GIS Server on behalf of any user in the group for which the spatial
database views were added (for example, user User1, password 1 from Group 1).
Open the data corresponding to the aliases of the files DBM added to GIS Server one by one with
the settings of the spatial database views.
The second option: open one layer, then add the rest to it.
Select an arbitrary object on the map, visually evaluate the filling of its semantic characteristics.
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Figure 105 -

Checking the receipt of information from a spatial database on the client

Verify that the objects of the caption layer (corresponding to the file geosample_text.dbm) are
correctly applied and they are captions, and they are not applied as objects of other localizations.
The check is considered completed if all the layers representing spatial databases are opened, the
objects are plotted correctly, the objects have filled semantic characteristics according to the settings
made in DBM regarding the correspondence of these characteristics to the fields of the original data sets
of the spatial database.
5.2.4.2 Obtaining all layers of the spatial data base at the same time using MPT project
The check is performed taking into account the settings made at the stage of checking the
administration tools (5.2.3.2).
Run the remote administration program GIS Administrator.
Go to the tab «Maps», select the section «Spatial database», select the option «Add» and specify the
project file «geosample.mpt» from the directory «c:\Users\Public\Documents\Panorama\GIS
Server\Example\».
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Click the button «Save».
Next, assign authority to the members of any group users GIS Server (for example, Group 1) to
access the added data.

Figure 107 -

Adding the created representation of the spatial DB to the list of data for the group of users
GIS Server

Save settings and close GIS Administrator.
Run GIS Panorama, connect to GIS Server on behalf of any user in the group for which the folder
and project MPT were added (for example, user User1, password 1 from Group 1).
Open the project (alias «geosample.mpt»).

Figure 108 -
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The check is considered to be completed, if the project opened without errors, there are 11 layers
presented in it.
For control, it is possible to turn on alternately layers that are turned off by default from the display.

Figure 109 -

Managing the composition of information from DB on the client

5.2.5 Checking the ability to edit information in the spatial data base
To perform the verification, you need a database that is editable. The database used for the checks
described above is not suitable, since it provides its information only for reading.
The following is an example of creating DB in DBMS PostgreSQL (the server DBMS must already
be installed and to have the extension PostGIS).
Launch pgAdmin and connect to your server PostgreSQL.
Create a new database.
Add the extension PostGIS to the newly created database.
Next, you need to create a test data set – a table with the ability to store spatial data. For simplicity,
you can copy the structure of this table from the sample data discussed above (see p. 5.2.2), as shown in
the figures below.
Using the program GIS Administrator, create a new connection to the server DBMS for GIS Server
by analogy with the procedure described in p. 5.2.3.1.
Next, you need to configure the file DBM. The procedure was shown in p. 5.2.3.3. If the test set
was created using the script sql based on one of the tables of the example geosample, discussed earlier,
and for this table there is already configured file DBM, it is recommended to set the settings for the new
file DBM completely similar to the already configured. The new DBM should have a link, respectively, to
the new configured connection to the server DBMS.
Add the created DBM file to the user group and allow editing for it.
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Figure 110 -

Figure 111 -
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Figure 112 -

Using the data structure of the existing table

Figure 113 -

Creating a new table for storing spatial data
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Figure 114 -
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Figure 115 -

Setting up a new file DBM for the test of editing information in DB
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Figure 116 -

Adding DBM file to a group of users and setting permission to edit

Run GIS Panorama (or another desktop GIS application – a client of the GIS Server, for example,
Panorama Mini). Open a jointly added dataset and the dataset configured earlier and containing some
objects – they will be used as initial information. In this example, the test set was created using the script
sql based on the table veg of the example geosample, so it is advisable to open this set as the layer
«vegetation» as initial information.
Next, the data is transferred from the source set to a test set that is open for editing. To do this,
select the objects in the source set, copy them to the buffer, and then paste them into the test set.
Necessary conditions: for the initial data set on GIS Server, copy permission must be set, the test set must
be recordable (editing is allowed in the settings on GIS Server, and the test set must be a table in the
database, since editing the data sets that are random sampling by SQL query is not allowed).
As a result of copying objects from the original data set to the test set, information on these objects
will be copied from the original database (in this case, the database geosample) to the database table that
the test set DBM file is configured on. Successful copying already indicates a positive result of checking
the possibility of recording to the database by the clients GIS Server.
In addition, it is recommended to check with the map editor (F4) the following operations:
 creating a new facility;
 delete an object;
 changing the metric of an object/moving an object;
 cancel the extreme editing operation.
The check is considered to be completed, if all editing operations of objects are successfully
completed and the corresponding changes are saved in DB.
You can control the introduction of changes to DB by completely updating the cartographic
representation from DB (Ctrl + F5) - after updating from DB, all changes made must be reflected on the
map. Also for control, you can use third-party visualization tools for spatial information from DB.
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Figure 117 -

Joint opening of the source data set and test set to verify the record in DB

Figure 118 -

Figure 119 -

Selection of objects in the source set

Copying to the clipboard the selected objects of the source set
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Figure 120 -

Copy error when prohibiting such operation for data set on GIS Server

Figure 121 -

Figure 122 -

Paste objects into the test set from the buffer

The result of copying objects from the source data set to the test data set
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Figure 123 -

Using the map editor to verify changes to the spatial database

5.2.6 Checking the log operations for accessing the spatial data bases
The verification of recording to the log of operations to accessing the spatial database, it is possible
to be carried out in the log during the steps of checking the connection to the spatial database and
obtaining the cartographic representation of the configured data selection (see p. 5.2.4).
Verification is carried out by viewing the log GIS Server, which is located in the directory
c:\ProgramData\Panorama\GIS Server\log\.
Viewing the log GIS Server is carried out by means of the remote administration program GIS
Administrator: «Home (Main) – Log viewing».

Figure 124 -

Using the map editor to verify changes to the spatial database
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5.2.7 Checking the completeness of documentation for functionality and work process
Checking the completeness of documenting the functional and the work process is carried out on all
those described in paragraphs 5.2.3 - 5.2.5 stages of verification by checking the availability of relevant
sections in the operational documentation.
The check is considered passed, if all the processes associated with setting up the spatial database
views on GIS Server and the subsequent organization of the clients’ access GIS Server to these views are
documented.
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6

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

To ensure more stable operation with a large number of users, it is advisable to use a load sharing
mechanism. To do this, you must use several servers with the installed program of GIS Server. GIS
Server supports several common approaches in the organization of load balancing:
1) circular DNS, when the server DNS is used for load balancing;
2) hardware load distribution when using a device similar in function to the router;
3) software load distribution, for example, the program «TCP/IP Network Load Balancing» of
Microsoft;
4) mixed schemes, when it is used a combination of hardware and software.
6.1 Distributing the load on the server using the method Circular DNS
Circular DNS is the easiest way to redirect HTTP requests to multiple servers. Any DNS server
stores a pair «hostname/IP- address» for each machine in a specific domain. This list looks like this:
gisserver.ru
xxx.xxx.xxx.2
www. gisserver.ru
xxx.xxx.xxx.3
In addition, any name can be assigned several IP-addresses. As a result, the list will look like this:
gisserver.ru
www. gisserver.ru
www. gisserver.ru
www. gisserver.ru
www. gisserver.ru

xxx.xxx.xxx.2
xxx.xxx.xxx.3
xxx.xxx.xxx.4
xxx.xxx.xxx.5
xxx.xxx.xxx.6

DNS server will circulate through all records in the table and give the following IP address for each
new request. So, for the first query, the DNS server will return the address - «xxx.xxx.xxx.2», the second
one - «xxx.xxx.xxx.3», and the third one - «xxx.xxx.xxx.4» and so on. As a result, all queries will be
equally divided between all web servers.
This technology does not take into account the degree of workload of the processor of a particular
machine. If one of the servers develops its own resource, some HTTP requests will still be redirected to
an already inaccessible machine.
Many DNS servers cache match tables. Caching the tables DNS can cause the round-robin DNS
scheme to be completely meaningless. Since the client's local DNS server will only record one «domain
name/IP-address» match, all clients of this local DNS server will always access the same IP address. Over
time, the load on those machines that had been started earlier, it will increase.
To stop the server for prevention, you will need to make changes to the table DNS, and changes to
the table DNS are extremely slow. Update in the entire network can occur only after a few days. Until
then, you can’t turn off the server without affecting access to the server.
6.2 Hardware load balancing
A much more reliable alternative to circular DNS is the use of special devices for load balancing.
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Figure 125 -

Hardware load balancing

A new device is inserted into the network between other network equipment (firewall, router, etc.)
and web servers, which is called a hardware load balancer (Hardware Load Balancer). All user requests
addressed to a specific URL pass through the allocator. It connects a group of Web servers that behave
like a single server. This configuration is called a cluster. For the entire outside world, the entire cluster of
servers has one IP address.
When receiving TCP/IP packets destined for a cluster, the allocator does the following:
1) It decides which of the cluster servers should send the following request.
2) It queries all servers and applications (ie a specific TCP/IP port) - whether they are available.
3) In some cases, it checks to see if the server is returning the correct data. This is especially
critical in cases where the server responds, but in response it always issues «HTTP Error 404».
4) It remakes IP header of the package so that it goes to a specific server. This modification is
called «network address translation».
5) It sends the packet to the server.
6) When the server responds to the client, the distributor makes the same conversion of all packets
and returns them to the client. As a result of this second transformation, the client receives
TCP/IP packets in such way as if they were received from a specific IP address that is assigned
to the cluster.
Thus, the web server will execute requests as long as at least one machine in the cluster is operable.
As an additional function, if it is found that one of the servers does not respond, the allocator sends a
message to the pager to the operator.
An important part of the circuit is the hardware load distributor. In case of its failure, access to the
servers is blocked. To solve this problem, a second distributor is usually installed, which acts as «always
spare» reserve (hot spare).

Figure 126 -
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This configuration with excessive reliability is usually very stable. Distributors are usually
connected via a serial connection, for example via the cable RS-232. Each device has a watchdog
processor, which constantly communicate with each other. At each specific moment, only one distributor
operates, and the second one comes into operation, if the main one is out of order. Even after the failure
of the first distributor, the second - performing the work - constantly checks the first. If the first
distributor is returned to the system, the second returns all duties to the first and switches to the standby
mode.
6.3 Software load distribution
There is the example of the work for the software load distributor from Microsoft (Windows Load
Balancing Service - WLBS). Each server is supplied with software that ties the server into a single cluster
with a single IP address. This IP address is assigned to the domain name of the site. Each machine is
assigned its own identifier in the cluster from 1 to 32. That is, the maximum in the cluster can be 32
machines. In addition, the weighting factor is assigned, since machines can have different amounts of
resources, and a set of rules is established.
When the distributor is installed, a filter is inserted between the stack TCP/IP and the network card
driver, which determines which server should process the request. All servers in the cluster filter traffic,
and only a specific server responds to the request. Since this allocator is a program, it has more facilities
to objectively assess the machine's ability to process the request. It is available to the percentage of
loading the central processor usage, the amount of free memory, and the amount of free disk space and so
on. Since the principle of operation is based on packet filtering, and not on the conversion of their
headers, the program allocator works faster than the hardware one.
Typically, for each machine, another network card is installed, through which the machines in the
cluster communicate with each other and with the database. Then all incoming traffic goes through the
first network interface (on which the distributor sits), and all inter-machine traffic goes through the
second interface, so that the administration of machines and other services do not interfere with the
operation of web servers.
Distributors on all machines periodically send out special messages through the network, through
which the state of the entire cluster is determined. When a machine is added or removed, the program
allocator starts a process called «convergence». During the reduction of the machine, the new state of the
cluster is evaluated and, accordingly, the algorithm is changed. Usually, it takes 10 seconds.
Among the messages generated by the distributors there is a message called «heartbeat». Each
machine takes part in the dispatch of these messages. The heart rate can be changed, and by default it is 1
pulse per second. The machine is considered inaccessible if it could not take part in 5 «pulse strokes» in a
row. After that, the remaining machines begin the process of «data».
6.4 Mixed solutions
There are also mixed circuits where hardware and software load balancers work together. Let’s
consider the following configuration:
The system uses one hardware load distributor (and another spare) and two server clusters that use
software load balancers. The hardware distributor has no idea that behind the two IP addresses there is a
whole detachment of machines. Similarly, each of the clusters has no idea about the existence of their
neighbor.
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Figure 127 -

Software and hardware load balancing

Using a mixed scheme, you can exceed the limit of 32 machines installed by the software
distributor. If we assume that the hardware distributor is capable of working with 256 separate nodes (a
very real assumption), then it is possible to expand the site's capacity to 8192 servers. Thanks to this
scheme, it is possible to build server bundles that are completely isolated from each other not only
through the network, but also geographically. Thus, you get additional protection against various factors
(floods, fires, etc.) If the security of any server is broken, it can be disconnected from the network without
affecting the operation of GIS Server.
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7

MESSAGES OF THE PROGRAM

All actions of users with data on the server are logged into the text log of the program \LOG\gisserver.YYYYMM01.log. Where YYYY is the current year, MM is the current month. Every
month the GIS Server automatically starts to conduct a new protocol from the first day of the month,
which makes it easier to find the desired date in the protocol and delete obsolete protocols. The
folder\LOG is located in the folder with the program of GIS Server.
The time and date of starting the program of GIS Server and its version («Start GIS Server») are
recorded in the log. When you try to connect to the program, the time and date of connection and the user
name («Connection with a server is open», «Registration of the user») are recorded in the protocol. If the
user does not have the rights to access the data, a connection error message («Error registration of the
user») is recorded.
For each open data set, a message is recorded to the protocol indicating the opening time of the
data, a conditional data name (alias), a classifier (for vector maps), and a data closure message.
When the user is disconnected, a connection closure message («Connection with a server is
closed») is recorded. If all connections are closed, the server closes access to all data and writes the
corresponding message to the protocol («All maps closed because count of connect is null»).
---> 12:56:31 Start GIS Server v. 3.5.5 13/05/2012
15:09:44 [001] Connection with a server is open. 13/05/2012
15:09:44 [001] Begin registration of the user. User = GUEST
15:09:44 [001] Registration of the user. User = GUEST@WORK-38545623
15:09:51 [001] [01] Open map. Name = ALIAS#Moscow region – Read only.
15:09:51 [001] [01] Open map. Path = E:\Gisserver\Data\MosArea\MosArea.MAP
15:09:51 [001] [01] Open map. Rsc = E:\Gisserver\Data\MosArea\200T59V.RSC
15:09:53 [001] [01] Close map.
15:09:58 [001] [01] Open map. Name = ALIAS#Moscow region – Read only.
15:09:58 [001] [01] Open map. Path = E:\Gisserver\Data\MosArea\MosArea.MAP
15:09:58 [001] [01] Open map. Rsc = E:\Gisserver\Data\MosArea\200T59V.RSC
15:10:01 [001] [01] Close map.
15:10:06 [001] [01] Open map. Name = ALIAS#Moscow region – Read only.
15:10:06 [001] [01] Open map. Path = E:\Gisserver\Data\MosArea\MosArea.MAP
15:10:06 [001] [01] Open map. Rsc = E:\Gisserver\Data\MosArea\200T59V.RSC
15:10:08 [001] [01] Close map.
15:10:13 [001] Connection with a server is close.
>>>> 15:10:31 All maps closed because count of connect is null
12:08:50 [001] Connection with a server is open. 14/05/2012
12:08:50 [001] Begin registration of the user. User = GUEST
12:08:50 [001] Registration of the user. User = GUEST@WIZARD764
12:09:03 [001] [01] Open map. Name = ALIAS#Moscow region – Read only.
12:09:03 [001] [01] Open map. Path = E:\Gisserver\Data\MosArea\MosArea.MAP
12:09:03 [001] [01] Open map. Rsc = E:\Gisserver\Data\MosArea\200T59V.RSC
12:11:50 [001] [01] Close map.
12:11:50 [001] Connection with a server is close.
>>>> 12:12:31 All maps closed because count of connect is null
21:30:45 [001] Connection with a server is open. 14/05/2012
21:30:45 [001] Begin registration of the windows-user from 30571-454834.dynamic.ru
21:30:45 [001] Error registration of the user. Host = 30571-454834.dynamic.ru
21:30:51 [001] Connection with a server is close.
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When GIS Server starts, two messages are written to the Windows event log:
Panorama GIS Server – Starting.
Panorama GIS Server – Running, port = 2047, parameters = C:\Program Files\Panorama\GIS
Server\gisserver.xml.
The message indicates which folder started the program and which port is open for connecting
clients. You can view the messages through the standard Windows program - Event Viewer, started from
the section Administration.
When the program is terminated by an operator command, two messages are written to the
Windows event log:
Panorama GIS Server – Shut down.
Panorama GIS Server – Service stopped.
If at the start of GIS Server the parameter file with the list of maps and user lists is not found, the
message to the Windows event log will be displayed:
Panorama GIS Server - Open XML failure, file = path to the file.
Some messages in the program log may contain error codes having the following meanings:
60001 - Not enough memory to execute the command
60002 - Not enough disk space to record data
60003 - Error while reading a file (file size is less than requested data)
60004 - Error recording to file
60005 - Error of file structure
60006 - Error opening file
60007 - File not found
60008 - Path not found (folder not found)
60009 - File already exists
60010 - Error closing file
60011 - Error creating file
60012 - File is busy for too long with another task
60013 - The operation could not be performed at the moment (another command is exrcuting too
long)
60016 - Error opening RSC file
60020 - Too many open files
60021 - Error transmitting data over the network
60030 - Outdated version of data
60032 - Deprecated server version, command not supported
60040 - Input error (program error)
60050 - No access rights to requested data
When processing user requests for spatial databases, error messages that occur when working with
the specified databases can be additionally output to the protocol, and in the advanced protocol mode,
informational messages about the progress of the query execution process can also be displayed. Below is
a list of such messages. In case of errors, the following program messages can be supplemented with the
text of the error message received directly from the DBMS.
Error messages:
SDBS-01901: Failed to establish a connection to the database
SDBS-01911: Failed to open dataset from database
SDBS-01912: Number of dataset fields less than allowed
SDBS-01913: Failed to get the list of database tables
SDBS-01914: Failed to get the list of table fields
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SDBS-01915: Failed to determine data types for table fields
SDBS-01932: There is no primary key field in the database table
SDBS-01933: Missing metric field in database table
SDBS-01941: Database provider rejected dataset field processing
SDBS-01990: Database provider is not available
SDBS-02101: Unable to process object
SDBS-02102: Unable to process object metric
SDBS-02103: Unable to process object semantics
SDBS-02104: Unable to set classification code
SDBS-02701: Unable to complete data update process
SDBS-02711: Failed to open transaction to record objects to map
SDBS-02721: Unable to save the object to the map
SDBS-02731: Invalid data size in the primary key field
SDBS-02741: Error reading data from the database
Informational messages:
SDBS-03904: Database connection established
SDBS-03905: Database connection closed
SDBS-03906: Dataset is opened
SDBS-03907: Dataset is closed
SDBS-04301: Data update process started
SDBS-04302: Data update process completed
SDBS-04303: Data update process aborted
SDBS-04314: Number of processed objects
SDBS-04701: Number of records in the dataset
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APPENDIX 1

EXAMPLE OF THE PROJECT FILE GISSERVER.XML

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<Main>
<Version Ver="1.0" />
<Port Number="2047" />
<GeoDB Host="localhost" Port="5432" Database="geodb" Source="dsgeodb" Login="postgres"
Password="1" User="dsloader" Folder="H:\SourceData" />
<RoleList>
<Role Name="GUESTS">
<PolicyData Alias="Region – statistics" Edit="FALSE" CacheCoding="FALSE"
StreamCoding="FALSE" HidePasport="FALSE" RscEdit="FALSE" Type="Vector" />
<PolicyData Alias="Region – theme" Edit="FALSE" CacheCoding="FALSE"
StreamCoding="FALSE" HidePasport="FALSE" RscEdit="FALSE" Type="Vector" />
<PolicyData Alias="Ногинск – map" Edit="FALSE" CacheCoding="FALSE"
StreamCoding="FALSE" HidePasport="FALSE" RscEdit="FALSE" Type="Vector" />
</Role>
<Role Name="Group 1">
<PolicyData Alias="Ногинск – map" Edit="TRUE" CacheCoding="FALSE"
StreamCoding="TRUE" HidePasport="FALSE" RscEdit="TRUE" Type="Vector" />
<PolicyData Alias="Region – statistics" Edit="TRUE" CacheCoding="FALSE"
StreamCoding="FALSE" HidePasport="FALSE" RscEdit="TRUE" Type="Vector" />
<PolicyData Alias="Region – theme" Edit="TRUE" Copy="TRUE" CacheCoding="FALSE"
StreamCoding="FALSE" HidePasport="FALSE" RscEdit="TRUE" Type="Vector" />
<PolicyData Alias="Podolsk – raster" Edit="FALSE" CacheCoding="FALSE"
StreamCoding="FALSE" HidePasport="FALSE" RscEdit="FALSE" Type="Raster" />
<PolicyData Alias="Rome – raster" Edit="FALSE" CacheCoding="FALSE"
StreamCoding="FALSE" HidePasport="FALSE" RscEdit="FALSE" Type="Raster" />
<PolicyData Alias="Noginsk – matrix" Edit="FALSE" CacheCoding="FALSE"
StreamCoding="FALSE" HidePasport="FALSE" RscEdit="FALSE" Type="Matrix" />
<PolicyData Alias=" Podolsk – flood zone" Edit="FALSE" CacheCoding="FALSE"
StreamCoding="FALSE" HidePasport="FALSE" RscEdit="FALSE" Type="Matrix" />
<PolicyData Alias="Data" Edit="TRUE" Copy="TRUE" CacheCoding="TRUE"
СaсhePassword="C954B60C7C991BE33EFD43870615F06C71FC1D3DA9253AA236047F752EE294
9C" StreamCoding="FALSE" HidePasport="FALSE" RscEdit="FALSE" FolderEdit="TRUE"
Type="Folder" />
</Role>
- <Role Name="Group 2">
<PolicyData Alias="Noginsk – map" Edit="FALSE" CacheCoding="FALSE"
StreamCoding="FALSE" HidePasport="FALSE" RscEdit="FALSE" Type="Vector" />
<PolicyData Alias="ExampleMap2000" Edit="FALSE" CacheCoding="FALSE"
StreamCoding="FALSE" HidePasport="FALSE" RscEdit="FALSE" Type="Vector" />
<PolicyData Alias="ExampleMap500" Edit="FALSE" CacheCoding="FALSE"
StreamCoding="FALSE" HidePasport="FALSE" RscEdit="FALSE" Type="Vector" />
<PolicyData Alias="ExampleSit" Edit="FALSE" CacheCoding="FALSE" StreamCoding="FALSE"
HidePasport="FALSE" RscEdit="FALSE" Type="Vector" />
<PolicyData Alias="Podolsk – raster" Edit="FALSE" CacheCoding="FALSE"
StreamCoding="FALSE" HidePasport="FALSE" RscEdit="FALSE" Type="Raster" />
</Role>
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<Role Name="Group 3">
<PolicyData Alias="88-2" Edit="FALSE" CacheCoding="FALSE" StreamCoding="FALSE"
HidePasport="FALSE" RscEdit="FALSE" Type="Vector" />
</Role>
<Role Name="Group 4">
<PolicyData Alias="t_md_map" Edit="TRUE" CacheCoding="FALSE" StreamCoding="FALSE"
HidePasport="FALSE" RscEdit="FALSE" Type="Vector" />
<PolicyData Alias="t_md_image" Edit="TRUE" CacheCoding="FALSE" StreamCoding="FALSE"
HidePasport="FALSE" RscEdit="FALSE" Type="Vector" />
<PolicyData Alias="t_md_matrix" Edit="TRUE" CacheCoding="FALSE" StreamCoding="FALSE"
HidePasport="FALSE" RscEdit="FALSE" Type="Vector" />
</Role>
</RoleList>
<UserList>
<User Login="GUEST" PassW="33E9232989576B5CFAA06654217D7A1A" RoleName="GUESTS">
<ExtRoleList>
<ExtRole RoleName="Group 2" />
</ExtRoleList>
</User>
<User Login="User1" PassW="C4CA4238A0B923820DCC509A6F75849B" RoleName="Group 1"
Monitoring="TRUE" GeoDB="TRUE" />
<User Login="User2" PassW="C81E728D9D4C2F636F067F89CC14862C" RoleName="Group 2"
/>
<User Login="User3" PassW="ECCBC87E4B5CE2FE28308FD9F2A7BAF3" RoleName="Group
3">
<ExtRoleList>
<ExtRole RoleName="Group 1" />
</ExtRoleList>
</User>
<User Login="User4" PassW="A87FF679A2F3E71D9181A67B7542122C" RoleName="Group 1"
/>
<User Login="User5" PassW="E4DA3B7FBBCE2345D7772B0674A318D5" RoleName="Group 3"
/>
<User Login="dsloader" PassW="C4CA4238A0B923820DCC509A6F75849B" RoleName="Group
4" />
</UserList>
<DepotList />
<MapList>
<Map Alias="Russia" Level="1" Comm="TRUE" />
<Map Alias="Statistics" Level="2" Comm="TRUE" />
<Map Path="c:\Users\Public\Documents\Panorama\Panorama13\data\Statistic\Region.SIT"
Alias="Region – statistics" Level="3" />
<Map Alias="Thematic maps" Level="2" Comm="TRUE" />
<Map Path="c:\Users\Public\Documents\Panorama\Panorama13\data\Thematic\Region.SIT"
Alias="Region – theme" Level="3" />
<Map Alias="Moscow region" Level="2" Comm="TRUE" />
<Map Alias="Noginsk" Level="3" Comm="TRUE" />
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<Map Path="c:\Users\Public\Documents\Panorama\Panorama13\data\Noginsk\Noginsk.sitx"
Alias="Noginsk – map" DocAlias="Documents" Level="4" />
<Map Alias="Geodesy" Level="1" Comm="TRUE" />
<Map
Path="c:\Users\Public\Documents\Panorama\Panorama13\data\Geodesy\Example2000\ExampleMa
p.MAP" Alias="ExampleMap2000" Level="2" />
<Map
Path="c:\Users\Public\Documents\Panorama\Panorama13\data\Geodesy\Example500\ExampleMap
.map" Alias="ExampleMap500" Level="2" />
<Map
Path="c:\Users\Public\Documents\Panorama\Panorama13\data\Geodesy\Example500\ExampleSit.si
t" Alias="ExampleSit" Level="2" />
<Map Alias="City plans" Level="1" Comm="TRUE" />
<Map Path="c:\Users\Public\Documents\Panorama\Panorama13\data\Cadastre\88-2.MAP"
Alias="88-2" Level="2" />
<Map Path="c:\Users\Public\Documents\Panorama\Panorama13\data\" Alias="Data" Level="1"
Folder="TRUE" SubFolder="TRUE" Types="SIT,SITX,MAP,MPT" />
<Map Path="H:\Data\Sheme\t_md_map.sitx" Alias="t_md_map" Level="1" />
<Map Path="H:\Data\Sheme\t_md_image.sitx" Alias="t_md_image" Level="1" />
<Map Path="H:\Data\Sheme\t_md_matrix.sitx" Alias="t_md_matrix" Level="1" />
</MapList>
<RasterList>
<Raster Alias="Podolsk" Level="1" Comm="TRUE" />
<Raster
Path="c:\Users\Public\Documents\Panorama\Panorama13\data\Property.Rsw\Podolsk.rsw"
Alias="Podolsk – raster" Level="2" />
<Raster Alias="Rome" Level="1" Comm="TRUE" />
<Raster Path="c:\Users\Public\Documents\Panorama\Panorama13\data\Data.Rsw\Rome.rsw"
Alias="Rome – raster" Level="2" />
<Raster Path="c:\Users\Public\Documents\Panorama\Panorama13\data\" Alias="Data" Level="1"
Folder="TRUE" SubFolder="TRUE" Types="RSW" />
</RasterList>
<MatrixList>
<Matrix Alias="Noginsk" Level="1" Comm="TRUE" />
<Matrix Path="Cc:\Users\Public\Documents\Panorama\Panorama13\data\Noginsk\Noginsk.mtw"
Alias="Noginsk – matrix" Level="2" />
<Matrix
Path="Cc:\Users\Public\Documents\Panorama\Panorama13\data\Podolsk\FloodZone.mtq"
Alias="Podolsk – flood zone" Level="2" />
</MatrixList>
<AtlasList />
<DocList>
<Doc Alias="Documents"
Path="c:\Users\Public\Documents\Panorama\Panorama13\data\Noginsk\Documents" />
</DocList>
</Main>
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APPENDIX 2

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT FILE GISSERVER.XML

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?>
<Main>
<Version Ver="version number"></Version>
<Port Number="port number"> </Port>
<GeoDB Host="localhost" Port="Port number" Database="Database name" Source="Data source”
Login="login for database" Password="password for database" User="username of GIS Server" Folder="
path to the folder for temporary placement of data sets for DB of digital maps and remote sensing" />
<SleepPeriod Value=" time of forced disconnection (in msec.)">
</SleepPeriod>
<ReservedCopy ReservedCount="number of transactions"
ReservedPeriod="interval of copying in days"
ReservedTime="interval of copying GMT"
ReservedKeep="number of months to keep backups or 0"
ReservedPath="backup folder path"/>
<CommonRsc Path="Path to the shared folder with classifiers"> </CommonRsc>
<!-- list of users and their access rights to maps -->
<!-- Maps allowed for the GUESTS role and GUEST user are available without a password -->
<RoleList>
<Role Name="Role name">
<!-- list of allowed maps -->
<PolicyMap Alias = "map alias"
Edit=" if it is allowed to edit the map:True/False, by default – False"
RscEdit=" if it is allowed to edit the classifier: True/False, by default – False"
CacheCoding=" encode data with a server key on the client. If there is no connection with the
server, operation is not possible:True/False, by default – False"
StreamCoding="encoded data transfer:True/False, by default – False "
HidePasport="hide CS parameters:True/False, by default – False "
Copy=" if it is allowed to copy the map:True/False, by default – False, copying is not supported
for atlases"
Type = "Vector/Raster/Matrix/Atlas – allowed map type">
</PolicyMap>
</Role>
</RoleList>
<UserList>
<User Login="username" PassW="password" RoleName = "Role name"
Monitoring="Remote monitoring capability flag"
GeoDB="Ability to upload files to Databank"
<!— attributes for users with Windows authentication -->
Domain="domain name" AGFlag="1" Ident=" Identifier of the account" >
</User>
</UserList>
<!-- list of document storages -->
<DocList>
<Doc Alias="repository name" Path="folder path" />
</DocList>
<!-- list of remote servers and access rights to them -->
<DepotList>
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<Depot Host="GIS server address" Port="port" Login="username"
Passw="password" />
</DepotList>
<MapList>
<!-- general list of maps -->
<Map Path="full path to the map file" Alias = "map alias or comment name"
Level = "level in the map tree" DocAlias="vault name"
TypeFile="UserMap/Map/Project/UserCodeMap"
Password =”password for access to encoded user maps”
Comm="comment:True/False, by default – False" >
</Map>
</MapList>
<RasterList>
<!-- general list of rasterов -->
<Raster Path="full path to the raster file" Alias = "raster alias or comment name"
Level = "level in the raster tree" Comm="comment:True/False, by default – False" >
</Raster>
</RasterList>
<MatrixList>
<!-- general list of matrices-->
<Matrix Path="full path to the raster file" Alias = "matrix alias or comment name"
Level = "level in the matrix tree" Comm="comment:True/False, by default – False" >
</Matrix>
</MatrixList>
<AtlasList>
<!--- general list of atlases -->
<Atlas Path="full path to the atlas file" Alias = "atlas alias or comment name"
Level = "level in the atlas tree" Comm="comment:True/False, by default – False" >
</Atlas>
</AtlasList>
<Requirement>
Requirements for the parameter file:
– Aliases must be unique.
</Requirement>
</Main>
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APPENDIX 3

EXAMPLE OF THE FILE DBM

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes" ?>
<dbm>
<!-- Map passport -->
<mapname> Settlements (geosample)</mapname>
<classifier>geosample.rsc</classifier>
<epsg>4326</epsg>
<scale>25000</scale>
<guid>CBE14F8C-EE8D-4B41-B5D5-2008054321F1</guid>
<!-- Connection to DB -->
<dbconnection name="gis-lab.info" />
<!-- Description of the query execution order -->
<query type="table">
<!-- Depending on the type "table" or "query" value, the node tablename or sqltext is involved,
respectively -->
<tablename>settlements</tablename>
- <!-- <sqltext>SELECT "gid", "name", "index", "ocatd", ST_SetSRID(ST_Point("long", "lat"),
ST_SRID("the_geom")) as the_geom from "settlements";</sqltext> -->
</query>
<!-- Description of fields for the result of query -->
<fields>
<ident field="gid" />
<geometry field="the_geom" />
<!-- Задается либо objcode, либо objkey -->
<objcode field="">
<line>1000000001</line>
<point>8004001</point>
<square>8004001</square>
<text>8004001</text>
</objcode>
<!-- <objkey field="" default="soils"/> -->
<objtext field="" />
<semantics associate="false">
<semantic field="name" key="NAME_R" />
<semantic field="index" key="ADDR_POSTC" />
<semantic field="ocatd" key="OKATO" />
</semantics>
</fields>
</dbm>
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THE LIST OF SYMBOLS, TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
DB
GIS
RSE
OS
DBMS
CRS
CS
EPSG
GIS
GML
ISO
OGC

-

UML
Alias
Attribute
Attributive data

-

Data base

-

Basic spatial objects

-

Geoportal

-

Identification

-

Metadata

-

The data set

-

DBMS
Server - (software)
Server - (hardware)
Unified Modeling
Language (UML)

-

Unified resource
locator (URL)
WEB-publication
WMS protocol

-

data base
geoinformation system
remote sensing of the Earth
operating system
data base management system
Coordinate Reference System
Coordinate System
European Petroleum Survey Group
Geographic Information System
Geography Markup Language
International Standardization Organization
Open Geospatial Consortium (non-profit organization for geospatial
standards)
Unified Modeling Language
a conditional name («pseudonym») identifying some data
the name-value pair contained in the element [ISO 19136: 2007]
a piece of data that characterizes the properties of spatial objects (except
for information about their spatial location)
a collection of data organized in accordance with certain rules and
maintained in computer memory, characterizing the current state of a
certain domain and used to meet the information needs of the user. The
basis of the data base is the data model
digital data on the most used objects of the terrain, which differ in the
stability of the spatial position in time and serving as a basis for
positioning other spatial objects
a mean for access to distributed network resources of spatial data and geoservices located in the Internet environment
the process of assigning a unique value to the attribute of the object that
does not coincide with any other value of this attribute from other objects
data about the data [ISO 19115: 2003], data describing the content,
volume, position in space, quality and other characteristics of spatial data
an identifiable collection of data [ISO 19115: 2003]
a set of software and linguistic tools for general and special purposes,
providing management of the creation and using of data bases
software that receives requests from customers
a computer dedicated to performing certain service functions
Unified Modeling Language is a visual modeling language for solving
general problems, which is used in the definition, visualization, design
and documentation of the subject area using standard terms, charts,
symbols, graphs [ISO 19115:2003]
a standardized string of characters indicating the location of the resource
on the Internet [ISO 19115: 2003]
a form of data representation for display on the Internet
the specification for image mapping representation for WEB publications
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